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Blood, Sweat, and Tears

Administrative Editor(Commander in Chief) : Lola Blackwell

Assistant Administrative Editor : Mona Sharifi

Layout Editors : Whitney Hart

Carrie Smith

Copy Editors : Allison Brown
Katie Jackson

Senior Editors : Beverly Hodgson
Catherine Shull

Photography Editors : Megan Curb
Jessica Tucker

Darkroom Editor:Amanda Allen (not pictured)

Business Editor: Rachel Glick

Milestones Editors





Changing of the Guard

"She's the woman,

the heart of the school."

-Legare Vest

"Mrs. Baughman does so much for

Harpeth Hall, but she's never too

busy to help out a student. We have all

really appreciated her dedication to

this school."

-Kate Celauro, 1

1

"It's people like Mrs. Baughman who have

given Harpeth Hall its reputation. HH is a better

place because of her- her contribution is immea-

surable." -Lindsay Voight, 10
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"I can't imagine this school

without Mrs. Baughman.

Ever since my first day at

Harpeth Hall, I have

admired and respected her

for the way in which she

always seems to get things

done with grace and skill.

She is truly a great lady who
cares about this school and

its students."

-Mona Sharifi, 1
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Disruptlveness

Eating/Drinking

Chewing Gum

Books In undesignated area

Not respond to library notice

Rudeness

"To me, Mrs. Baughman represents the true nature of

Harpeth Hall; she's a woman of class, grace, and conge-

niality who is always happy to greet you with a smile."

-Jessica Tucker, 12

" Space does not permit me to enumerate all the wonderful

qualities of this great lady. To name a few - she's smart,

good natured, thoughtful, caring, patient, supportive, and

has a marvelous sense of humor. She's one in a million

and I am indeed fortunate and blessed to have had the

opportunity to work for and with Mrs. Baughman these

past eight years. I will miss her more than I can say."

-Nan Reed

Baughman Goodbye



Hands Off My TI-82
The 1997 Milestones is dedicated to a teacher

who has educated girls in all aspects of life

for nine years. Mr. Tad Wert is known

around The Hall for his Structure apparel, his

vast and varying CD collection, and the

record he still holds in track from his days as

an MBA student. His students not only learn

about exponential functions and the

mandlebrot set; their vocabulary is increased

daily through "word of the day" lessons, and

they learn how to play the stockmarket. Mr.

Wert's enthusiam for mathematics and his

eager encouragement of his students is truly

genuine. Outside the classroom, this

energetic attitude is carried over into

coaching cross-country, teaching a stained-

glass course during winterim, and being a

wonderful father and husband. HH is

fortunate to have Mr. Tad Wert as not only an

incredible teacher, but someone who
constantly gives of himself to our community.
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English Admiral

Teaching seventh grade girls might be some people's nightmare, but Mrs. Scottie Girgus revels in

her chosen profession. She is the reason that middle school students can diagram sentences and write in

the "three-paragraph" form. Greek and Roman dieties come to life when she teaches mythology, and her

summer reading lists are never a chore. It is Mrs. Girgus who instills in young girls a passion for reading

and writing through her sponsership of the literary magazine and the seventh grade book club. Her

enthusiasm extends from tennis to grandchildren to her students' autobiographies, and this has earned her

the love and appreciation of the Harpeth Hall Middle School community.

Middle School Dedication



In Memorium

Elizabeth Rose Hausman

Everlasting Soul

In body you have departed,

But in soul you will never leave,

A part of you is chained to each of our hearts,

Living with each pulse,

With all your splendor you will live forever.

You touched all who knew you,

Teaching the beauty of life,

To be a friend,

To enjoy life,

To care for others,

To laugh,

To cry,

To need,

To want,

To succeed,

And to love,

But why?
Why was it you,

To teach such a painful lesson,

Teaching us the true delicacy of life,

Something you don't deserve to teach,

You deserve much better,

There is nothing to blame, but fate itself,

And nothing can change that,

It's not fair, but will always be.

You will never be forgotten,

Always missed,

And your memory will eternally live in our hearts.

1981 -1996

-Brad Dreifuss

8 In Memorium



Not Ashamed to Show Their True Colors
"Tomorrow we might not be here

together... stay right here, 'cause these

are the good ole days." -Carly Simon

"So before we end and then begin,

we'll drink a toast to how it's been. A
few more hours to be complete, a few

more times that I can say - I've loved

these days" -Billy Joel

"Be young, be foolish, be happy."

-The Tarns

"My best

friend is the

person who
in wishing

me well,

wishes it

for my
sake."

-Aristotle

"Some people come quickly into

are never the same."

"Don't be dismayed at goodbyes.

A farewell is necessary before

meeting again, and meeting

again after moments of

lifetime is certain for friends."

-John Livingston Seagull

by Richard Bach

"You never leave a place you love. Part

of it you take with you, leaving part of

you behind." - Katherine Ellyson

"We laughed til we had to cry,

We loved right down to our last goodbye.

We were the best we'll ever be - just

for a moment."

-"St. Elmo's Fire"

"Aim for the top. It's less crowded up there."

"Lose your dreams and you

will lose your mind."

-The Rolling Stones

are lives and quickly go, but some stay a while, leave footprints on our heart, and we

-unknown

"A friend is someone who

understands your past, believes in

your future, and accepts you

today just the way you are."

-unknown

"If I always think like I've always

thought, I will always do what

I've always done, I will always

get what I've always got,

And I will always be what I've

always been."

-Tom James

Senior Division Page



The Veterans - Class of 1997

10 Senior Class Picture



Major Generals
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PresidentiCourtney Weaver, Vice-President:Grace Verner, Treasurer:Laura Marie Reed,

Secretary :Ashley Haury, Parliamentarian :Rebecca Todd, Spirit Leader :Whitney Hart

Senior Class Officers 11



Rachel Lee Allen

Amanda Kathleen Allen

1997
Penelope Jane Anderson

Melissa Anne Batchelor Lola Youmans Blackwell

Virginia Reagan Baydoun

Senior Formals
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Violet Elizabeth Broadbent

Jennifer Ann Bracewell

1997
Bonnie McGaw Brockman

Allison Elizabeth Brown Latoya Sherron Byrd

Julia Claire Brown

Senior Formals



Megan Carole Curb

Kristen Lee Campbell Ruth Wakefield Duncan

Blake Catherine Ellis Kristen Adelaide Ennis

Amy Colleen Enders

Senior Formals



Carrie Claire Gauchat

Britany Olivia Foster Carrie Leigh Gilmore

Rachel Leigh Glick Katherine Roberts Green

Helen Gelena Gorodesky

Senior Formals



Anne Shepherd Hancock

Laura Marie Guengerich Whitney Keras Hart

Ashley Elizabeth Haury Brannon Paige Hollingsworth

Beverly Key Hodgson

Senior Formals



Christine Nicole Hunt

Holly Lynne Holton Kathryn Weaver Jackson

Kathrvn Elizabeth Kautzman
Sarah Catherine Ledford

Sarah Huntington Leavitt

Senior Formals



Verity Helaine Levitt

Rachel Carlene Lee Nicole Marie Lewis

MoIIv Katherine Martin
Rebecca Corinne McKay

Pocahontas Whi taker McGee

Senior Formals



Holly Elizabeth Meadows

Margaret Hunt McRedmond Sarah Lillian Nanney

Natalina Suzanne Nanni Jacqueline Mai Nguyen

Ashley Sheridan Nevin

Senior Formals



Irai >o\vell Padeett

Lauren Houldin O'Neill Susan Elizabeth Rankin

'arris Lli/abeth Reed

w& w^ Jn£S%

.Ann Larso

Laura Marie Reed

Senior



Catherine Tillman Shull

Mary Elizabeth Sherrard Heather Michelle Small

Carolyn Elizabeth Smith Alissa Maxwell Swearingen

Caroline Jeanette Smith

Senior Formals



Anna Katherine Tidwell

Meghan Sanders Tally Rebecca Wright Todd

Jessica Marie Tucker Gloria Grace Verner

Lauren Anne Tweel

Senior Formals



Kathryn Butler Ward

Katherine Renee Voss Catherine Courtney Weaver

Marisa Lauren Wilson Amber Lea Worrell

Catherine Courtney Workman

Senior Formals



Come, my friends,

Tis not too late to seek a newer
world. Push off, and sitting well

in order smite the sounding
furrows; for my purpose holds to

sail beyond the sunset, and the

baths of all the western stars,

until I die. It may be that the

gulfs will wash us down: It may
be we shall touch the Happy
Isles, and see the great Achilles,

whom we knew. Tho' much is

taken, much abides; and though
we are not now that strength

which in old days moved earth

and heaven, that which we are,

we are; one equal temper of

heroic hearts, made weak by
time and fate, but strong in will,

To strive, to seek, to find, and
not to yield.

Jennifer Thompson Wray
-Alfred, Lord Tennyson

1997

Senior Formals



7-Year Survivors

Holly Meadows, Alissa Swearingen, Sarah Leavitt, Nicole Lewis, Anne Hancock, Amy Enders, Lauren Tweel,

Carrie Gilmore, Farris Reed, (not pictured) Rachel Allen

Seven Year Club 25



Most Likely to Visit the Grave of Tupac :Kristen Ennis

Most Likely to Have Boyfriend Tramas :Britany Foster

Most Sarcastic:Carrie Gauchat

Most Likely to Wear a Bodysuit: Rachel Glick Most Likely to Date Jimmy Latona:Laura Guengerich
Most Likely to be Seen at a Frat Party:Helen Gorodetsky Most Likely to be Grounded:Brandy Hollingsworth

Most Likely to Attract Unwanted Men:Katherine Green

*&: pr SI

Best of
to be Seen with Mr. Wert::Anne Hancock

Most Likely to Suceed

Julia Brown

Biggest Flirt

Britany Foster

Most Likely to Own "The Island of Dr. Moreau" on Video: Amanda Allen

Most Likely to Party Like a Rock Star: Rachel Allen

Most Opinionated:Penny Anderson

Most Likely to Shatter a Window with her Laugh: Melissa Batchelor

Most Likely to Rearrange her Schedule for More Sleep:Reagan Baydoun

Most Likely to Have a Tatoo Reading "Scattered. Smothered, and Covered":Lola Blackwell

Most Likely to be Seen at Texaco:Jenny Bracewell

Most Likely to Wear NorthFace:VeVe Broadbent

Most Likely to Ride her Horse to SchooLBonnie Brockman

Most Likely to Date a Lott::AUison Brown

Most Likely to Give a Speech: Julia Brown

Most Likely to Get a Phone Call in the Senior House:Latoya Byrd

Most likely to Knock Out an MBA Boy : Kristen Campbell

Most Likely to Say "Not to be Rude. But...": Ruth Duncan

Most Likely Not to Have Seen a Razor in Many Months: Blake Ellis

Most Likely to be a Spaniard: Megan Curb

Most Likely to Curl her Hair for School : Amy Enders

Biggest Brown Noser

Amber Worrell

Most Likely to be on Castner Knott Teen Board: Christy Hunt
Most Likely to Play "Name that Tune" with the 8Q's:Katie Jacksor

Most Likely to Take Every Science Class : Beth Kautzman
Most Likely to Have a Bruise on her I.ip:Sarah Leavitt

Most Likely to Become an Exotic Dancer: Sarah Ledford

Most Likely to Have a Boyfriend : Rachel Lee
Most Likely to Become A Fashion Consultant:Verity Levitt

Most Likely to Hang at Brentwood McDonald's:Nicole Lewis

26

Most Athletic
Kristen Campbell

Superlatives

y
Most Likely to be Sick

on a Test Day
Carrie Gilmore

Most Likely to Drop her Purse Down a Sewer : Marisa Wils<

Most Likely to Make a Frosh Cry
Sarah Ledford



>st Likely to Get a Citation for Loud MusioWhitnev Hart

>st Likely to Get Free Food from SATCO:Ashley Haury

the Best
>st Likely to Marry a UGA Dawg:Beverly Hodgson

Most Likely to be Seen Wearing Hot Pants:Hollv Holton

Most Likely to Owe Millions to BellSouth:Meghan Tally

Most Likely to Die Trying to Climb off a Pedestal:Alissa Swearingen

VNNo - ' F;

Life of the Party Most in Love

Jenny Wray Farris Reed and KJ Schumacher
Biggest UT Fan : Katie Tidwell Most Likely to Go on a College Trip : Katherine Voss

_.
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Most Likely to Have a Rare AfricanDisease:Rebecca Todd
BlggeSt MBA t ail Most Likely to Take a Year Off to Become a Groupie :Jessica Tucker

Natalina Nanni Funniest:Lauren Tweel Most Likely to Exhume Werner Heisenberg :Kat Ward

Most Likely to be Seen Drinking a Diet Coke and Working Out: :Courtney WeaverMost Likely to be Late :Grace Verner

4ost Likely to Talk About Track:Molly Martin

Aost Likely to Live out her Days at Camp:Hontas McGee
dost Likely to Write for "Days":Becky McKay
>lost Likely to Run Away and Join a Convent:Margaret McRedmond
vflost Likely to be Seen in a Broadway Play:Holly Meadows

>1ost Likely to be Drinking a Dr. Pepper Right Now:Sarah Nanney

dost Likely to Buy a Belt and Wear it as a Skirt: :Natalina Nanni

vlost Likely to Babysit for a Teacher:Ashley Nevin

Most Likely to Own Night Rhythm's :Jackie Nguyen

Most Likely to Change the World or Die Trying:Lauren O'Neill

Most Likely to Trip Over a Cordless Phone:Jennifer Padgett

Most Likely to Live in an Iron Lung Before she's 21 :Susan Rankin

Most Likely to be Seen at Waffle House at 7:00 AM: Farris Reed

Most Likely to Get a Call from a Man in Prison :Laura Marie Reed

Most Likely Never to Cut Her Hair:Ann Ripley

Biggest "BS"er:Beth Sherrard

Most Likely to be on Top of Things:Catherine Shull

Most Likely to Date A Valet Parker:Heather Small

Most Likely to Make a Bad First Impression on her Future Husband:Carolyn Smith

Most Likely to Have an Iniurv :Carrie Smith

Most Likely to be Arrested

Carrie Smith

Most Likeiv to Bahy»t:fcnnv Wray Most Likely to Get a Pink Slip

Most Likely to Tell Stories of Rumpelstilskin :Amber Worrell Catherine Workman
Most Likely to Wear Anything. But her Uniform:Catherine Workman

Most School Spirit

Dr. Echerd

Superlatives 27
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Amanda Allen

Eccowasin*Key Club 1 -4*Ambassador Society

!.3*Student Faculty 3*Milestones 3.4 Darkroom Editor

4*French Club l,2*Science Club 2-4*Art Club 3.4*Prince

of Weasels*The Dickson rapist

("augawagagototown")*Long live the Regime*SHE

WENT BACK*Waffle House*Greasy

Wrapper&Polyprefab*Aunt Mandy*The Pleasure Barge/

Door* Death Cycle*Mexicans*Drain the

Lizard*You+me+God=3*The Little Thing-Nelson de la

Rosa*Detachable Bodice*Amish prostitiute*Boom-boom

di charo*sewer incident*Contraception in the

closet*BJU*Ready for another go-round?*Sanchez

Biggg*Satan speaks French*Pheromones*You're the

glue. man*"It's kind of like polygamy, good in theory..."
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Rachel Allen

Angkor* Key Club 1-4 Treasurer 4*Mock Trial

3,4*Ambassador Society 4*Class President 2*Law

Club 3,4 Secretary 4*YIG l-4*Beyond Hate 1-

4*Volleyball l*Softball l,2*Partying Like A
Rockstar*MISSION:CLAXTON*Cuttin A Phat Rug @
Memphis H.O.R.D.E. Festival '96*A11 1 Wanna Do Is

Have Some FUN Until The Sun Comes Up Over

Martin Luther King Blvd*Gold Card Posse*CAGE
GIRLS*DMIT official rules*In The Cool Shade of the

Banana Tree*Are you down wit da boogey?*Hoy soy

una guia*kind of like

polygamy*FRIJOLES*Girlfriend, you got too much

back to be wearin dat*Harpeth Hall-thanks for {he

opportunity. 1 love you Mom. Russ. & Ninney

1
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Penny Anderson

Ariston' Playmakers 2-4*Publicity officer

4 'International Thespian Society 2-4*Best Technical

Pre Show Award 3*JCL l*Debate Team 2* Sparky the

???*The wind beneath my
wings*D.J.!!!*peNELope ' Shuckin' corn and the Taco

Bell*Procrastinator*Who are we talking about. ..Who

else?* John Malcovich*the sacred hour*Tom Petty and

the Cheatham County rednecks*wuver*nothing like

skanky boys to brighten up your day*the mini

van*Happy Little Jesus Land*Francine and

Ethel*Marge*I love you all! You will never know how

much you mean to me*Mom, Dad, Hallie, Maggie,

Millie, and Polo, thank you for loving me, even when it

wasn't easy to do. Love, Penny

I know you well,

well, better than

I used to.

-Tori Amos

Melissa Batchelor

Eccowasin'Playmakers 1-4 President 4*Key Club 1-4

Representative 1.2*Student Council 3*JCL l-4Ianitor

4*Had I the heavens'embroidered cloths, enwrought with

golden and silver light, the blue and the dim and the dark

cloths of night and light and the half-light. 1 would spread

the cloths under your feet: But I, being poor, have only my
dreams; I have spread my dreams under your feet; tread

softly because you tread on my dreams. *Tuntas, Right Side

of the Senior House. Youth Groupies, Boob Job Bowling

Babes, Birthday Buddy. Beeper-Erin. Chunk, Carwie, Sled.

Re. Kitty, Tweel, Alissa, K.C.. and especially my Cafe

Caramel Cutie-Ellen— I love you!

Senior Half Pages



Reagan Baydoun

Triad*Honor Council 1-4 President 4* Art Club 2-4 vice-

President 3 President 4*Jazz Club 2-4*Tap Club 2-

4*Playmakers 2-4*JCL l*Spanish Club 2,3*Class Vice-

President 2*Cum Laude 3,4*Mu Alpha

Theta*Bodum*Reggie the Veggie with a Big Fat Honkin'

Weggie*Fruits of the Devil*Blackberry

Farm*Trina*Hedgehog*Challenge!*Smooth . . .

Rough*Bah*New York*Megan. how's your...?*my

favorite book! (Thanks Dr. E.)*McBoo*Big

kahuna*Monet in Chicago*I WILL go to Greece*canoe

trip "95*Alexis*Whip-Smart*peculiar smell*Thanks

Sting*Midnight Monster*Pictures on the wall*Curly Busty

Colon*Thank you all. 1 love you and I'll never forget you!

-dft£ -«*>;.
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Lola Blackwell

Eccowasin*YIG 2-4 Vice-President 4*Student Faculty 2*Key

Club l-3*French Club l,2*Milestones 2-4 A. Administrative

Editor 3 Administrative Editor 4*Mu Alpha Theta 3,4

President 4*Cum Laude 3.4*Evans Award 1 *Harvard Book

3*Little Thing*Courteney Cox's

Mom *butter* Powder* Pacts* E* meep-meep' ; Hershel*Ex-Post-

Facto*Satan speaks French*nemissi*Waffle House*flank

steak*Walker. Texas Ranger + the Escorts*Harmony,

Pupl Dumper). Slob. Andre*River*3-Leg race*Does he love

you? Duet*beebies*Wendy*Mashed Potatoes*Auburn, not

Raven*my sis is a D-2*Lumina Boy*Augawah

town'.'*Werner*Aunt Mandy*Polygamy*For the love of

FA*Pheromones*like I need a kidney*Private ldaho*Proud

Privilege to be a bum ching!

Senior Half Paiies



Jenny Bracewell

"^rrKKF^pam^TTTuTTTIT^BL'yoiKl Hate I-4
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Club 4*"JB","sac","strip t." Destin '93, '94,

'95*Texaco Trouble*The week at 10-B (ode to Latitia.

G, and Cath)*Buns-R there lips on the carpet? It's

always bad xing*B-4ever (Ta)*J.W-it's from both

ends*BJ-he is nasty*Buns-you fell! Gracie "home

away from home"*3X2 many*The 3 amigos*Limo

'96* Boo and KT (the moon)! Cares and the rock-n-

blazer*M.T. (How's Juanita)? my throat is dry! Dirty

Dancing at G's*I have never. ..*Cath (Jamaica me
crazy! )*Jack-U-want coffee? my % on fire*sleep

where you fall!*I love Mar. 1 man!*I LUV U Mom,
Dave, Dad. Jay. Charlie and the rest of the

fam!Thanks-4-all the memories!NO REGRETS!

Veve Broadbent

Angkor*Key Club l-3*cheerleading(HH) 1.2 (MBA)
l,3.4*SpanishClub l-3*Track l-3*Diving

3*Starwars*mama cita*what are you thinking?*Pooh-

bear*Sure Carson. I'll pay*my life changed*when are we

going climbing?*Feminazi*the

stickbug*CaveRat*CaveGirl*outdoors are better than

indoors*52 times*5 o'clock in the morning*we talk

without speaking*Waffle House*5 years in uniforms*5

years in the same shoes*5 years of studies*5 years at

HH*thanks to my friends-Brandy-for carrying me through

it all; and to my mom and Katy for dealing with me; thanx

to Carson for being there; lately it has occured to me: what

a long, strange trip it's been; I love you all; I miss you

Annie; your dearest butterfly, Veve

Senior Half Pages



Bonnie Brockman
I

Triad*French Club 1-4 Sec/Treas. 4*Harley

Babes*The Roke*H&M*Cath. sorry I peed on your

stairs!*Commando Snubs*Texaco troubles*JB&Jack.

thanx for dropping me*EZT&EZB*Little Harpeth*BH

boys*Destin. Jamaica. Cancun*Lauren. your mom's on

her way* Jen's wild rides in the volvo*Court. 30 min.

in the hammock*Jack. you'll always be a B*JB. are

those lips on the carpet?*feed me*DISCO at B's*Night

Rh\ thms*did u see Petty*I've never*Ta. dancin' in the

fountain*Bucknel] boys*Kelly the cop*this is

shady*Nantucket fishin' in the dark*Court. will u kiss

me?*JB. no more dancin' *s.frustrations*DAC*bite

me*Cares. friends forever*Mom, Dad, and Will, thanks

for everything. 1 love vou all. Buns!

Allison Brown

Triad*YIG 1-4 Treasurer 3 President 4*Milestones 2-4 Copy

Editor 4*Student Council 2-4*Student Trainer 1.3.4*Cross

Country and Track 1,2 manager 3*B-ball manager

3*Fubbie*Sapient Pigs*Brown Beauty & Blue

Buick*sabba*Top 27*sanctuary*nemessi*3-legged race*Pup

Dumper, Andre, Harmonizer.Slob.Hershel,SNOW,wall o"

fame.Shr excursion, good Catholic girls.stranded at

Lincoln* Powder* Delta*Procrastination

Queen brothers? + triumph of the human spirit*she went

back!*Bullard hall corner*Satan speaks French*Lola, ICU

70th b-day*lil' thing*ex-post-facto*Greece/Egypt*Spring

Break -97*Thanks to all my friends.UMYF.

family.Mom, Dad,and even Suz.for helping me all along the

way-I love y'all!

Senior Half Pases



Julia Brown

Angkor*Student Council 1-4 Rep. 1.2 VP 3 Pres. 4*Key

Club l-4*Playmakers l-4*Tap 2-4* Volleyball l*Coed

Naked Uno on a Moose Towel *Crisis crisis*Snatch me a

Garbonzo bean from the Se-wanee salad bar, Brit*You're

as good as...!*Bowers vs. Da Bears?, Bowers*My tights

are tailing off my % on Broadway !*I WILL call him, I

swear*Beth, that voice might stiek'Shh-it's the plot*Kiss

me—I'm sticky*CANCUN '97*Frog violation*KJ, I need

SATCO*Diann, full-body black, & The Divine

Comedy*European interpretive dance*Male anatomy on

my windshield*The worst kiss physics club*"Friends may

go away, but a memory never does. '"-Papa Smurf*I can't

imagine life without you guys! Best of luck-I'll never

forget you! Always crazy, forever your friend, Jules

Latoya Byrd

Ariston*Student Council l*Student Faculty

l*Science Club 3*Beyond Hate 3.4 Officer

3,4*French Club l,2*Spanish Club l-4*Volleyball

l*Cheerleading 4*Jonathon Brandis* Atlanta*

I love Jake Fan

Club*Southernplayalistikcadillacmusic*Did you see

that? It was the biggest one I've ever

seen*Anytown*The Rock*The

Crossroads*Thursday Night Lineup*Malik

Yoba*Mom and Dad, Nikki, Trey, and Tasha—

I

Love You*It's been a great four years*"Peace Out".

Senior Half Pages



Kristen Campbell

Eccowasin*Basketball l-4*Soccer l-4*Track 2-4*

Logos 2-4*JCL 1-4 Pres. 4*Sci Club 2-

4*Campbell*Bino*Bullet*KJ-rm flattered. but*Anne

—

blood sisters*Brit's the expert*Cath-crotch*Julia-the

obsession*bowling nights*boob job*LO'N-OPS*Jesus

Journals*Resolve it*I'm rich*comissatios*punching MBA
boys*icees*SATCO*8th period bust-outs*Cancun

"97*Werner*track-rubbers and woodies*I'm running the

4x4*basketball-pizza on the bench*vests*Wayne Co*Post

game drives*soccer-Grease Bar*Ruck Fyan*defense

rules*final founwe made it to state*Thanks Mom. Dad. and

Megan-without you I would have gone insane*Class of

'97-We've laughed, cried, and grown up together. Now it's

time to see what the world has to teach.

Megan Curb

Triad*KeyClub !.2.4*Spanish Club 1 -4*Playmakers 2-

4*YIG 3,4*Milestones 3.4 Photo Editor 4*Logos

4*Student Faculty 3*Art Club

3,4*Crusty*LOLLard*lenis*Saba*beeper

voston*nab*Blue

Lgirt^itfttyaOTp^Bai^T^

devil*Blackberry '94, '95 "look at the baby frog with its

daddy ."*Cally '96*Redgehog*Snards*"Wouldn't it be

great..."*Shakesrjeer*Padre*MacBeth*golfcaHs*freckles*chicken

fingers *Bottle*sunrise*Whit+cops*Mom & Dad-I love

you so much! How can I ever thank you for 18 wonderful

years?*Co+Reggie-you'll be in my heart & thoughts

always*the SENIOR CLASS-Thanks for all the smiles, I

love you guys. L UL.
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Ruth Duncan

Blake Ellis

Ariston*French Club l,2*Key Club 2,4*Amnesty Int'l

3*YIG 3,4*Milestones 3.4*Mu Alpha Theta*Mother

Courage Crew 4*The MERCURY*MacBeth*Destin
•94*Santa Rosa '96*BAHAMAS -97*"So wanna get I—
?"*Vert and the '"Big D"*Whipsmart*Best chest in the

west Il*Whitshit-remember the metalhead

days?*panties*UT and the night of hell*Burpely-our two

person party*Skank Ville at the Mix Faetory*Taco

Bell*"Crusty"*RU sere? I'm stoked *Megan-golfcarts and

Blackberry memories forever*bullhorn

night*pornflicks*Sewanee!*Dancin' in the District and

trash can hopping*Trickster*Davis Kidd*Thanks y'all for

being the greatest friends ever, & thanks Mom, Dad, &
Andrew for absolutely everything-I love you all!
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Amy Enders

Angkor'Cross Country 1-4*Track 1-4*Wrestling

Cheerleading 3,4*JCL 1-4 Secretary 4*Student

Faculty Secretary 4*Where's the

bench?. ..Which one?*The bigger the bow, the

bigger the h
—

*Vandy Kappa Sigma'Try my
canolli'Kiss me I'm sticky*Say-you wanta

cuddle?*candy corns*That's shady*police

tape'lt smells like a
—

"Just floss!*He's a

tool*What would Britany do?*Washington

'97*Cancun '97*l go to Michigan and study

ceramics*candy*GIP*the costume box*the

pimp-mobile*tight blue discos*l love y'all*Thank

you for everything

Kristen Ennis

Angkor*Spanish Club 1-4*Cheerleader 4*YIG 1*Frosh

Retreat*Halloween '93*Drivers' Ed*Beale St.-cross

your legs'Spring Breaks*PCP Bumpin' Gang*Las

Vegas '96*lt blows*Broccoli anyone?*Boo, there's

another hurricane'Ash and Kris-Gettin' it while the

Gettin's Good-How do you want it?*Hoochie Mama*"lf

you got it you got to flaunt it"*Teaching the

Technique*51st*Army girls get the nufDie

BVPassed Out?*Picnic Table Talks*"W"*BH, CH,

CS, CG, AH, NL-I love you'Mom, Dad, Joseph-thank

you for supporting me, I love you very much*"Did you

ever have the feeling you wanted to go but still had

the feeling you wanted to stay?"*l love you all and will

miss you class of '97! KAE
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Britany Foster

AristorTAmbassador Society 3,4*Student Council

3,4'Beyond Hate 1-4*Jazz Club 2-4*Modern Club 2-

4*Jayman? It was slimy'Jules, snatch me a garbonzo

bean from the Se-wanee salad bar*Adam-are those my
shorts?*RD-for the love of God, go for him'Homecoming

'95-Guys I'm SORRY"Bec-We NEED play"Court-What's

in this Diet Coke?*Pink Satin *KJ-We're perfect'Joel and

I are NOT dating!*TEXACO*Shh-it's plot*X-rated

pictures'frog molestation*ROKE*FO-D*Jess has done

worse* SHADY*You're good as F@#$*Say-l'm

A&$*Party at my house?!*RESOLVE it*Jamaica Me
Crazy*Cancun*To my family and friends-you are my
SUNSHINE, I love you*Guys-We've had good and bad,

but we've had it all together!-Brit, BOF

Carrie Gauchet

Angkor'Cross Country 1-4*Logos II 3,4*French Club

3,4*SH MW AH CM AB-F4E*Lanida & Sheranda'Lunar

Tanning'Skynard '94 '95 '96*1 Up Game*Paducah
KY*We're one but separate*lnsurgent*Wicker

basket*Murfreesboro*3's a charm*PC Beach*Like a

movie*Late nights w/ CM & AHTm staying w/

Vanessa*Babysitting*There R roaches N here'Fights at

Starwood*Carsickness*l can't handle ice'Great fun'NY

'95*France

'96*Forensics*Spotlight*DND*Aurelie*Winkle*Dirty!*30

sec wonder*Prozac*Future homewreckers'We had your

man LJ*Becca*Kiss it*Speed Bumps*Your my ####ing

sister*Driving Ms. Daisey'THX 2 the Crazy 8*THX Mom,

Dad, Jack, Jane, Shawnee, Brad, & EM*C-Ya!
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Carrie Gilmore

Angkor'Key Club 1-4"Playmakers 1-4>rench

Club'Amnesty Int'l'Modern Club 3,4*Jazz Club

3,4*sing me a song'Keebler House calls'it's only 5:30

or it's only 5:30*Forest Gump*THO*p
posse*TCB*4:20*tin-foil sandwich'don't make
phones'if I don't remember it, it didn't happen'he

torgot the button'tell him it's pink*2 dolla f-

s'penwinkle'chocolate body paint'OJ in the Waffle-

headin back up'taupe duvets*naked women on bar

stools-not the Marlboro man'you sexy m-f*Lolita and

Don Juan'Wanna go for a drive?*Fred*Do you have

any film?*l wouldn't drink after him*Dead

poets'Tex'Noodle me baby'Cape Cod'the golden

goose'To my beloveds: Never stop going barefoot or

dancing in the rain. I love you.
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Rachel Glick

Angkor'Modern Club 1-4*Jazz Club 2-4*French Club

1,2*Key Club 1-4'YIG 1-4*Milestones 3,4 Buisness

Editor 4*Honor Council Sgt. at Arms 4*Art Club 3,4*Mu

Alpha Theta 3,4*Cum Laude 3,4'Penn Book Award

3*Elizabeth Pope Evans Award 2,3*Class Secretary

3*Boom-boom di Charo*A

Whoopin'...5*Sanctuary*MacBeth and Taco BeH'Lumina

boy'Chem in the limo*sabba*Delta Cruise*Powder*Dr.

Moreau'Nelson de la

Rosa'modeling*shat*bodysuits*sanchez biggg'You keep

it in the closet?*4th base'bee killing with Marisa's

Norton'Che'the doctor*let the good times roll'get down
with the boogie'SHE WENT BACKI'le

prmtemps'Beatrice'Mandy & her lizard*G-town*make

like the wind and blow'thanx for all the memories!
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Helen Gorodesky

EccowasirTLaw Club 2-4 Secretary 3 Vice President

4*Ambassadors Society 2,3*Logos II 1-4 Features

Editor 4*Amnesty Int'l 1-4*French Club 1,2*Debate

2*Hallmarks 2-4*Whatever*Things that make you go

hmm... 'music video stars'hanging at the J'Robin's

boots meet Avraham*3-way*cow*Winter Formal

'95*Belle Meade Cops'Vandy boys'prom '95-keys in

the car.. .engine still running*Amber-don't fall out the

window!!*2nd Ave'so what's a good line

anyway?*motorcycle rides with Ryan'fly

navy*Atlanta*Meg-l'm calling your brother'everything

I needed to know I learned in IsreaHike an angel'new

man for every day of the week you

say?*Vortex*rAvEs

Katherine Green

Ariston'Key Club 1-4*Spanish Club 1-4*Pep Club

4*Playmakers 2*Girls...power. ..Susanl'Grandfather

broccoli*REM*Memphis...Old random man in

HueyVSmashing Pumpkins*Kevin and

Evan*Hurricane*Nate Dog*"hey, what's that? Oh my
God!" (Spring Break '95)*AM concert...what

concert?*camo*yellow Photo prints*"y'all, someone must

have put something in my Coke"*6th period lunch'You

Haponese, me Haponese!*the attack of the bees'ls that

your locker?*Where do the biggest diamonds in the

world come from?*"Praise God hallelujah. ,."*Hi,

Mr.Goodwin, we were just talking about sex*"Say

whaaaaat?"*Mike...the blue, old woman's dress and

chantilly*Just slip it indefinitely left!
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Laura Guengerich

Tnad*Chorus 3,4*Art Club 3,4*Key Club

3,4*B.T. "Softball in the hail*Newt*Oh. today!*Ai-ai-ai-

ai!*corn*l love my Volvo*Marisa's purse is

where?*You+me+God=3*Death Cycle*The

Regime'Gavin'dizzy bat (when I awoke I was lying in

the parking lotphe Smashing Pumpkins '96*Dove

Promises*killing bees with da Norton'the Scent-

ra*"MY EYES!!!"*"EAGLE RIVER!?!"*Che*which

wallet is it
?*M&M*the detachable

bodice*Egyptia*Mexicans*SHE WENT BACK!!*"Trust

in the Lord with all your heart and lean not on your

understanding; in all your ways acknowledge Him

and He will make your paths straight." Proverbs 3:5-6

Anne Hancock

Eccowasm'Basketball 1-3*Cross Country 2-4*Track 1-

4*Key Club 1-4 President 4*JCL 1-4 Vice President

4"Pep Club 3,4*Science Club 4*JR Citizenship

Award'Annie*Pooh*Stinky*Bino's blood sister*honkin'

natives'Woody died AGAIN'Kappa Sig-they're after one

thmg'What would Brit do in this situation?*ICEES-

Tommy'Megs, we're not going camping'WHAAT'KJ,
have you seen my gold 9 *Hey Susi'my friend'summer of

Dave'Call him, Jules'Opryland nights'Prom '96-

forgotten'NorreirJV, put on vests'Ruthie, you're my best

friend, BUT'D. neighbors*Alright!*Mom, Dad, Chris, and

Mary-I love you. and I appreciate everything! Thanks for

nights of shopping and talking, Mom. All my love, Anne

^CB? -JP^*" otB 1
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Whitney Hart

Eccowasin'Ambassador Society 3,4*YIG 1-3 Treasurer

4*Milestones Layout Editor 4*Art Club 2-4*Key Club 1
-

4*Dance Clubs 1 -4*Spirit Leader 4*French

Clubl ,2*Beyond Hate 1 ,2*Night from Hell(Suzy Q)*Big

D*Wk/PDUbyah/Hk*Ya think?(cous)*Road trips(Destin,

UT, USouth)*Shafted*The Plague*Jamaica, not too

bad!,"Free Love"(Cabe), Red Hot*A Whooping

5...*BJU*DC rules(Andre, Pup, Harmony, Slob), ditched

by Roko, squished up teeth, lean on me, "Today I met

the boy I'm gonna marry(Chanie,

Ethan?)*panties*Bahamas or Bust*DJing*Aye*the

doctor(Let the Good Times Roll)*the citation*"Wk, you're

funny!"*bunk beds*Peter Pan stance*canoe

trip*theta*"hey you wanna get I. ..'"Story of my

life*Thanks Mom, Dad, Clay, and my buds. ..I love you

Ashley Haury

Eccowasin'French Club 1-4*Key Club 1,2,4*Ambassador

Society 3,4*Cross Country 4*Class Secretary 4*Big Burn-

"Ann, I can't see a

thing!"*Ciggy*Ashwipe*Nicotene*Tar*Bubbles*"l have

exercised the demon !"*"Macarena"*"give me some a that

elbow!"*Cancun '97*France-"Brandy, you're

green!"*Saddlebags*GV-just one more!*Fill 'er

up!*Hoochie Mama*Psycho*The R.H.

stage*51 st*Smasher*"Ann, my feet are

tingling!"*"Where's Ashley?"*Snowmass '96*"Ashley, is

your hair wet?"*Honkin' Natives*Hilton Head
'94*Clorox*BBB*Kickin' Chicken*Fudge*go ahead,

daddy!*Mom, Dad, Chris, Clay-I love you so much! To all

my friends-l'll never forget you! Thanks for everything!
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Beverly Hodgson

[
AnstorTDance Clubs 2-4*Milestones 3.4 Senior Editor

4*Key Club 1-4*Science Club 2,3*Barn

Party'BJU'Suzzie Q & the nite from helTBahamas or

bust'spoons'U. South '96*flat movin"Tana*l'm the only

one w/o this problem'my weird friends*Bleach-remember

the 2 person party & excess saliva*& never get too

bored, it only leads to trouble'D.D. & trash can

hopping'Burpley'Ham Queen'we are the skanks'dead

parents'bnef'pencil through the wrist'Bayside'Whit-

watch for the boy with the wet kisses'Honto-somehow

we'll be related*Mom, Dad. Mac, and Sam-thanks for

everything, I love youl'To my friends-we have finally

made it, but our journey has just begun! I will never

forget the memories that we have shared!

Brandy Hollingsworth

Angkor*MBA/HH cheerleader 1-4*What a long, strange

trip it's been'PCP Bumpm!*Coconuts*Brake?*Mission

Claxtonl'Termmex Man*Beale St.'Metallica

rocked*Boober*Phish!*52*A carrot in one hand?*France-

TexmexI'Lions through the jungle*"Boo-

JP?"
-

Ace!"Dandelion Club'l love Billy Rayl'Smile at the

world*Eternal bliss'Destin '96-dreams to remember'Send
Me On My Way'Fate?*Shme on you...

KERJCSJPKDDTJIAHSCCH-thanks for holding on to

me'To all that passed and all that remain:Mom, Dad,

Rob, Jason, Sunny:l love you with an indescribable love.

Thanks for oh so many memories*"! must leave and take

this path onward. Thanks for everything and goodbye for

now." Love, Boo

irtyfriTn
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Holly Holton

Eccowasin'French Club 1-4*Key Club 1-4*Amnesty Int'l 2-

4*Mu Alpha Theta 3,4 Vice President 4*Science Club 2-

4*Art Club 2-4*Student Faculty 4*Track 1 -4*Katy & Tiff just

call me H-*Jim Kent'eet eet*Holla*Maybe they got

confused'Did she pee?*France, Caymans, Cancun'Big

Red'Xmas party-Cath sorry about the car'no such thing

as too short*Pelforth Blonde'Rubbers or Woodys?*My
freezer man'Sisterly beatings & Sat. nite hotties w/

Jack*Hooley*l still love my orange dress'Peni drawing in

Jules' car'BP w/ KJ'Bonding @ Buns'*Resolvers*Reb-

symposiums & too tight pants'Couch

wars*Midget*Hols*you could pull it off*AII my parents &

Alex I love you'What wonderful memories-l'll miss you all
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Christy Hunt

Eccowasin*Spanish Club 3,4*Pep Club 4*Nicole, your

list is too long, but when will it be David?*Who was it

this weekend? Tim, Billy, Tim? or Billy, Tim,

Billy?*Destin 8-1
1
'Mobile, Alabama Gene-I'm gonna

live forever*Bird c$%# on your finger, bumble bee in

your crotch*Jimmy crack corn*B'wood McDonalds &
the pay phone*Operator-l don't understand*Bees vs.

Seniors*Farris/Fresus one of your earrings is lower

than the otherTm sitting in a Spanish house, w/ a

Spanish family, in Spain*Riding Kurt's Harley to

Prom'Kurt, I love you*KJ-look @ those

butterfingers*Ashwipe and Nictotene-I got your

elbowThanks Mom, Dad, Stephen, Ryan, the

Richards-I love you all.
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Katie Jackson

Triad President 4*Soccer 1 -4 Captain 4*Basketball 1
-

3*Key Club 1-4 Parliamentarian 3 Vice President

4*Milestones 3.4 Copy Editor 4'Class Secretary 2*Class

Maid 3"French Club 1-4*Sigma Chi parties'Socks

Jackie'let's jig'JV put on vests'July 4. 1996...nuf

said'Brit's parties'lcee runs'the Sable'the Ryan fight'State

Soccer'l majored in ceramics'bowling group'Ruth,

Yeama's sick agam'Hey Brit, let's go to a water

fountain'Bino, where's your girlfnend?*the NoreTlook at

the birdie'Anne, I goots go'Whaat?*He's a great

guy'Jules, SATCO'Y'all Mark is herel'it was well-

deserved'GU hat'Just Resolve it'Mr. Submarine

Man'Amy, where's my brush?*Anne, I'll catch

you'Graffiti'sTm getting a suntan!*Morton's*MT, may the

best loser win'the butterfly song'Thanks Mom, Dad, Irene,

and my triends-l love you all!

Angkor'Soccer 1-4*Logos II 2-4*French Club 2-

4'Elizabeth Pope Award 1 *Owen Scholar 2-4*Napkin

Waiter'Disco Bowlmg'Hello, my name is

George'inspirations that don't last'That's not

O'Charleys'Mint Raids'Go fast I'm hot'Sat night

posse'Let's get started on this big bad boy'Concert day

(7/21)*Close enough to spit (Dave)*Highball*Star Wars
buildmg*Nov-18, '94*HRC-napkm notes'Skanky

shmoe*Dead SquirreTFairy Posse (hide)*Dancin' in the

DistricfCountry breeze'Werner Heisenburg'it's

huge'DEATH by chocolate'Pleasure barge'Sleep over

at AW's'McDonald's PLAYGROUND'Do or do not-there

is no try'We're moving to Seattle'Yes, we're twins, no

we're not identical'Thanks to Dave, Kelly, Mom, and

Dad
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Sarah Leavitt

Ariston'Swimming 3,4*Flounder, Giovanni'Back in

the day*FRA boys*"l slipped on some ice"*Mr.

Bendz*Cayman Shade-a-thon*Mr. H*TII see your

corpse on the bottom"*"Willing, as in willing to do

anything?"*The Strags!*"l feel like I've been to Hell

and back"*S.B._ed in our bed*nutttz*no

say*Templeton*Brick*Mac GrilTRal 'Night

Moves'*Brit I am a#$*"Can we cuddle?'"To all my
friends, you really are the best'To my best friend

of all, I will leave you with all of the memories. I

know that we will find each other again, friends

like us can't be torn apart. No matter what

happens in the future, remember that I will always

be with you, holding on with both hands.

Sarah Ledford

Angkor*Amnesty Int'l 1-4 Treasurer 4*Modern Club 1-

4*Jazz Club 1-4*Beyond Hate 1-4*Spanish Club 1-4*Key

Club 1,2*YIG 1,2*"l can't open my eyes!"*Poo

closed'Chocolate Ralph*Georgie's infamous drop

kick*"Hey Colleen, We're on the mainland!"*Psycho

bunny*Hitchhiking

Vixens*Preston&Scruffy*Tweel&Happy Gilmore*"Could

somebody help us get out of here?"*Forrest Gump'Grey
sweater boy*"No, We're seniors in highschool."*Jamie

hiding in the shower*"Have you seen Sloan?"*Port-0-

Potty*"YES! I broke up with Josh!"*"Have you seen my
tatoo?"*The bathtub at MUN*AII roads lead to

Josh*Mother Ship*To Yummy, Bunny, Tweel, Georgie,

Dimples, & Monkey Butt, Love, Sledford
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Rachel Lee

Angkor'Cheerleader 2*Playmakers 1 ,2 Quilters 1 *YIG

2*Chorus 1-4-Ballet Club 1-4*Jazz Club 1-4*Brandy-

craving homemade bread, cream cheese, and brown

sugar^'The guy in Florida who sang to us all of

Tennessee!*receiving flowers in French'you dumped
your date at Prom!*You're right Josh you don't know
me.*Jonathon Higgs at Model UN'Justm Vaughn
19mo.*Noom Noom'Alfonso-Amerigo's, the college fair,

then the Dragon Park, guess what you have to do now!,

late nights designing our houses, SAT class at MBA,
edophant shoes. *"lf I could reach up and hold a star for

each time you've made me smile, an entire evening's sky

would be in the palm of my hand."*l love you Mom and

Dad

Verity Levitt

Eccowasm'Key Club 1-4*First Steps 4*YIG 3,4*JCL

1 ,2'Spanish Club 2-4*Milestones 3,4*Logos II 4*Amnesty

Int'l 3,4'Model UN and Youth Leg. -Pretty Boy'The

Equinox'Blackberry farms-Where will we be 10 years

from now?*Jim Carrey look alike'Big D, Mid D, Little D,

My neck is sweaty'Davis Kidd parts 1&2*Destm-Panties,

suburban watch, Ya think. ..Yeah!, Kleenex'Suzy O and

the night from HelTThe Plagues'Ham 'n Goody's'Valet

Parkers at Reba's party*Destin '94*off reading in the

Mercury'Spring Break '97'Quisi-l luv yooo*keys*The

Corner Market and the bathroom episode'PW & WK'To
all my friends and family Thanks for everyhthing. I love

you guys so much!

L
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Nicole Lewis

TriacTAmbassador Society 4*Seven Year

Club*Spanish Club 1-4 President

4*Mobile*l_abor Day Weekend '94*R.H.

days*Destin '92-'96*jimmy crack

corn*talking on the phone at

McDonalds*Johnny and Subway*MTSU,
TCBY, eclipse, envelope,

syrup*floppy*Spain '96*Ash, Psycho,

Ashwipe, chater, pork chop, charmin,

ciggy, I need some elbow*Cancun

'97*Mom, Dad, and friends:thanks for

everything. I love you!

Molly Martin

TriacTVolleyball 1,3,4*Track 1-4*Pep Club 1-4*FCA 1-

4*Student Faculty 1-4*Malty*What does TUO mean?*lt

would do well on F.R.*FCA camp '96*Oxleyisms '94*Bell

Buckle '96*Shoot DawgThis is pretty shady girls*UNC

stud*ltalian Stallion, Pax & Booker'SW '96*RT Wingo
flossing'B. Borland, Bart*Pink Cowboys vs. V8*J. Crew
U. 'Grunt Sherrard!*Atlanta 1996*Sequoia*Puerto Rico

'95*l love A. D. "Darn tootin'*sexual island"!, 2,

3

Embryo*Princess*FCA skit

practice*yeoman*NazDar*Nat...Sooo...*Husky*Greece-

Egypt '97*To my friends & fam-"l thank my God every

time I remember you, in all of my prayers for you, I will

pray with joy." Phil. 1 :3-4*Love, Molly
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Hontas McGee

Anston'Key Club 1-4'Spanish Club 2-4*Track & Cross

Country 1 ,2'Student Faculty 4*Ambassador Society

2.3*MTPC-Harmony*Camp Merrie Woode'When in

doubt. Paddle it Out'Destin 94 & 96*Washington '96-

Andre. Pup, Harm, Slob'Jamaica me
crazy*Brazil*Bahamas or Bust'My barn party'WK &
PW'SuzieQ & the nite from HelTPocahontas &

friends'child prodigy'ya think?*the plague'Big D-Davis

Kidd'Petunia.

Trickster, Instigator. Lupe, Pokey, Hortense*road trips in

the LaSabre'Monte Carlo*AYE!*Red

Hot*Jaime'*tomatas*MCC*Bullard hall corner'So-wanna

get...*Free love Hart. Block, Reggie'Thanx to the class of

'97, my best friends, & especially my Mom, Dad. &

Jamie. It's been a great six years. I love y'all.

Becky McKay

Angkor'Milestones 2-4*Hallmarks 3,4*Mother Courage &

Her Children-Swiss Cheese'Logos ITThe Blue M&M*The
Windy City-It's not just a clever name'Witches of

Eastwick'Heidi Ho & the Stud Dogs*Funny
Bunny*Sailors!"Futon Fun'Wall of

Boys*Tutankahamen'Geometry Dance'Wind Beneath

my Wing'Checking out the Boys in the Geo'Mmnie
Meadows'Holland Boys Update'RUDY!*Cursed Earth

Pizza'Food Orgies'Ron of Japon*Models Inc. 'Becky,

you're on the wrong side of the median!*The Sacred

Hour'EI Cheapos & Mitch'Jessica, are you ashamed of

me?*lnertia-ls that a car?*l have a Brother!*You, me, &
Second

t
Gear*Don't tell me he gets hit by the Burger

Barnl'Scented Letters from Joey Joe'Weeze the Juice!

Senior Hall Patios



Margaret McRedmond

EccowasirTSpanish Club 3,4*Key Club 1 ,2*Law Club 1 -

4*Mock Trial 2-4 Seargent at Arms 3 Treasurer 4*Playmakers

1*As You Like lt!*Yes, I'm the white thing flying through the

sky'l'm a princess*Natalie, want to go for a walk?"DMB July

'95 July '96 Oct, '96*Cutting a phat rug w/ DMB at H.O.A.R.D.

Memphis'Dave gave him a peace sign'caught Pauper's

harmonica*Vanguard*106!*The slut nurse!*Connthian

leather!*Kristen E, just bleach 'uml'Do you always

know?*Honkin'*Eating @ McDonalds*70 yr. old Hueys

prostitute man buying us dinnerTm a chubby

baby'Teotiahuacan'Trevor, are you really going to wear a

white tux to Prom?*Mexico '94, Spain '96, & Cancun
'97!*Thanks for everything Mom & Dad. I love you!*Finally, to

Rachel Allen, I'm done & I'm ready to live life, love it, & most

of all, "Party Like a Rockstar!" Love ya!

Holly Meadows
Eccowasin'Law Club l^'ATiTnestTTnFn^Tr^laymaTenT"

1-4*YIG 1-4*Milestones 2*Funny Bunny'You & Me & 2nd
Gear'Futon Fun'Pee Party*Food Orgie*Michael

DeLuise'Heido Ho & the Stud Dogs*Jonananathan

Collective Soul in Vegas*Minnie*Cafe Un Deux
Poop'Total Eclipse of the heart*Tuna TX'Windy
City*Platypus Brothers'Ron of Japan*G-string & a

cowboy hat*Fairy-pee*Don't Smurf there'Holland

boys'Chirp Chirp Bird'My Spanish lover*Yam

Patties*Gunshot Automatic Backseat'Jessica, are you

ashamed of me?*Geometry Dance'WUICWCASLT Ode
to a Buick*DORA*Juicica*Skip bowler*S+M*Dr.Echerd's

poster'Maggie the Milk Snatcher

Thatcher*Krogering*Pumpkins at the hardware

store?*Wocca Wocca!*Orangina*letters from Joey
InB'ftas Station Rnn'SFAMIF-POn

Senior Half Paces



Sarah Nanney

Anston'Key Club 1-4*Art Club 3,4*Pep Club 2-

4*Playmakers 3,4*Hell night In Franklin*"hlde the

bottle"*Destiny*Jay trouble*Heathrow*the blue hat

guy*"dolng the deed"*"just slip it

in"*Darren*"teta"*applying for a job at

Hooters*Crisco*sorry Marg. Natalina & I did notice

Trevor first'Texaco runs*Thor*the golf cart

mcident*that U-turn*"Leslie" & her little sister'Rolling

Marsh's car's. frustration*"lt's surprising how much of

memory is built around things unnoticed at the

time."-Barbara Kinsolver*"We do not remember days;

we remember moments."-Cesare Pavese'To the

class of '97-Good Luck & Take it easy! Sarah

Natalina Nanni

Ariston'Playmakers 2-4 Secretary 4*YIG 2-4 Secretary

4*Key Club 2-4*Cheerleading (HH) 2 (MBA)

3,4*Destiny*Say Wha-at?*Marge, Let's take a walk*Hell

night in Franklin-Hide the bottle'Nate Dogg-Glory to

ya!*evann'kevin*Hun-Ter*read between the

lines'Bubba'Homecoming '94-no way Stephen'Where

are the biggest diamonds in the world found?*Prom '96-

what were we thinking Ash^'no scragglies*poetry 4

LMR's board*mickn'lohn*fiddy-two'who's yo' daddy-the

Big Bear Clay and Mr. Drama*te-ta*OKAY*c'mon ride the

train'newsies'NYC '96-the "large" cat'l gotta man*Jr/Sr

nite-his porch'We know the truth, Ward'l love my frosh

boys'True. True, True'Kool Moe De'Dr. Peppers just

make me happy. ...I love y'all!

Senior Half Pases



Ashley Nevin

Ariston*Honor Council 1-4 Secretary 4*Logos II News
Editor 4*Milestones 3,4*Tap Club 4*Amnesty Int'l 2-

4*Cum Laude 3,4*Mu Alpha Theta 3,4*Pope Evans

Award 2,3*Sewanee Book Award 3'Perfect Score on

National Latin Exam 1*Who's Who Among American

Highschool Students 4*Jolt! April Fools '96*"Hey

kiddo"*Chicago-Monet Day'Destin hot tubs'Delta

Cruise and the Macarena'VSA Spanky's story*"l love

Chemistry!"*babysitting car "crash"*my "baby"*Belle

Meade Cafeteria*"Heather, I want to see that movie!"-

4th lunch, NOTE "If you're stressed whip out your

handy dandy calculator!"-Love Ashley, Take
care!*"Delight yourself in the Lord and He will give

you the desires of your heart."-Psalms 37:4

Jackie Nguyen
Eccowasin*Spanish Club 2-4*French Club 1-

4*Amnesty Int'l 2-4*Cheerleader 1 'Science Club

4*how abt some smoke BBCTNow! Not Now*Y'all I

think they're following us*l LOVE Robert Orr*No!

What can you do in 10 min'Where's the bush*JB

upstairs*Jamaica*Pray it goes away*Monteagle*BJ .

JB*B-walk slow, my shorts are 2 SHORT*Aunt
Penny-I'm lost*So you play in a band*l said*JW-

You're not allergic*Cows-you know the kind that go

moo*BB-l had to drop you*GV-do you feel it?*Rock

On*Vermont Phinest*JW-Yes, I still like 'em

greasy*My friends-Whenever you feel alone, look

inside your heart, & that's where I'll be-DAC*Mom,
Dad-thanks for life*Angie-what can I say...*l finally

made it.. .only the good die young

Senior Half Panes
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Lauren O'Neill
Angkor'Mork. wnat did you witn my sponges' HooF--
them down to the river and set them free"A Day in the

Life':One Peroxisome, wah wah wah'Hilda

Queally'Hello? Hello? Nathaniel?*Ahhh. Nevermore!*lf

you were a fruit, you'd be a pear'Mammal,

Newsies'Gather ye rosebuds. ..Sexy Man'Portugal!

Rumplestiltzkin'Throw him in the pit'Such a

pillowcase'Sid? Nancy? I need a ..candy bar...*So

whatchoo wanna do?'l wish I had a tail'Naked

man*Yams*The Midwest?*You know what they say

about broccoli'YAWP'Arabian Mocha Java'I'll be your

mentaur'Pink stuff'Say Baby*'We're just actors who
haven't been in a play in a really long time'*Ponche*You

know what they say about them 20th Century

poets'Buttmeat'These were my blue jeans'Bei Mir Bist

du Schein.

Jennifer Padgett

Ariston*Ambassador Society 1,2*Key Club

1 ,2,4*Track 1 -4*Volleyball 1 *JCL

1 ,2*lnertia.. isn't that a car?*skip bowler*l

survived KV's birthday parties*the Blue

M&M*Troll Dance'TOES! Holland Boys

Update*Nuclear Physicist*Jessica, are you

ashamed of me? Redneck troublesTm finally

over him'other side of the median,

Becky'Flying Chipmunk*Juicesica*the sexually

harassing blacksmith*l'll be there, I promise*6th

period lunch*the shriner*Maggie

Senior Half Pages



Susan Rankin

Eccowasin'Playmakers 1-4*Law Club 1-4*Chorus 1-

4*Amnesty Int'l 1-4*JCL 1-4*Key Club 1-4*Logos*Ah-

highschool-nights spent talking to John Lennon in bare

feet'revelations w/ karaoke machines*51st*platonic 3-

some*Sid & Nancy*Memphis-1st & 2nd time'the

abyss*Bongo*Cappucinos*J.J*s. frustration bonding'God

humor'Dangerous Liasons'Robert,

Daniel*newsies*prozac*gold card posse'p. posse'are

you lonely for me baby'What's playing hookie?*god is

dead-Eng. class'skydiving koala bear'girls, power,

Susan'White Fang'have you been drinking Wodka'being

mooned in M.C.*The communists!*The Breakfast Club in

Mrs.B's office*Almost-needed road trip to KY*the

rut*Oswald*AS, LON-thank you for it all. Mom-we've
gotten through & survived-thank you.

Farris Reed

Senior Half Pases



Laura Marie Reed
tccowasm'Class I reasurer 1-4"Spamsh Club 1-4

Secretary 4*Key Club 1-4*Chorus 1-4*Playmakers 1-

4*Chess Club 3,4*Free Willy!*Jack-the-Ripper*Are

you lookin' at my butt!?!*Kitty, I'm very "Petunia"*Did

you see that periwinkle?*ls that your

locker?*Braxypoo*Just slip It in'Grandpa Broccoli

from 8th grade*"You've got a potty mouth"*the Ox
Rox*blue old lady dress*say

whaaat*Deafy*Natedog*SLY*"You want a

milkshake?" No. "Come get your milkshake!!"*ex-peck

queens*"glory to ya"*l AM S
—

*No scragglies!*truck

ride with evannkevin'Ben's hat and third leg*You

Hapoknees, Me Hapoknees*What's that? Oh my
God!!!-Spring Break '95*1 LOVE YOU ALL
BUNCHES!

Ann Ripley

Triad'Swim Team 1-4*Spanish Club 1-4*Key Club 1-

4*Terminex Man*1-2-3 quiet mouse*Ann's whore

house*Ralph*The rope swing*The spot*"l can't open

my eyes"*Sorry, T. Eddie'Kim, something white just

flew into the ditch*Ashley-"l just stuck my head in a

bottle of Clorox"*Sara, sorry about the white _*Where
is Ashley 7*Ski-doo at Neeley's*One hell of a foot

massage'Summer at Dave's'Blizzard on Big

Burn'Greg, red light*AM/PM*Beth, watch the

door'crammed in the bathroom at Hilton Head*Pink

Floyd '94*Snowmass '96*Prom '96*Cancun

'97*Thanks to all my friends, you've been

awesome!*Mom, Dad, Taylor, Peter-y'all are the best!

Thanks for everything! I love you all! I'm out of here!
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Beth Sherrard

Triad'Basketball 1-4*Track 1-4*Soccer 1 'Student

Faculty*Beyond Hate 1-4*Recently,

tap.taptap.taptaptap.taptaptaptap, Cath*Co-Tnay*AII

dances*FA_A *Roke*FO-D*l've never*Commander

snubs*HAM*OK Jen, I threw it'JB KT BS moonage*l

have gas'We need some play RT*Dang Dang'Court,

what are we doing*DMB*BATH night*sweet*l don't

wear shoes*TV at Char's*The

Star*gunk*Quarters*Disco*Blah Blah, Blah, Blah,

Blah, Blah (pat)*B-fight*Me Puebla*DAC*Cath, do

you have your watch on*No regretslThanx friends, I

love you all*Kirk, you're the best*Mom, Dad, Tom, &
Kate I love you guys*Tommy, "How wonderful life is,

while you're in the world."-Elton John

Catherine Shull

Eccowasin*Volleyball 1-4*Basketball 1,2*Softball 1-

4*Key Club 1-4*French Club 1-4*FCA 3,4*Ambassa-

dor Society 4*Milestones 3.4 Senior Editor 4*Pep

Club 1-4*Amy, Where's the bench?*V8 & Billy

Borland*HF & KJ-Cancun below freezing*Anne & GH
w/ Stone*Kegs*spank the puppy*Puerto Rico

'95*Greece/Egypt '97*Winterim '95 w/

Frances*permo-vests*physics at 7 A.M.'twizzlersTm

not driving*"we love it" goal*history nights w/

Ruth*Pam*Poupi*George Express*Amoebas at the

Siag*the "rhea"*To all my friends and family, it was a

great four years & I'll miss all of you-thanks for

everything
—

"I can do everything through Christ who
strengthens me. "-Phil. 4:13

Senior Hall Pimes



Heather Small

Tnad'YIG 1-4*Milestones 3.4*French Club 1-4*Key Club

1-4*Ambassador Society 2.3'Cheerleading 1 "Halloween

Dance 3*GHG*Senior House*bees*Greece/Egypt*dance-

FAME'photo'Spring Break '97'Bagel breakfast(AP

Chem)*college*VALET'Sfuzzi*Rio

Bravo'immodiurrTdesignated driver*VANDY*SATCO-
Joe'boys'bars'Georgetown'grass

skiing*bully'stress*tradition*BBG*JYC*Temple*community

service*Scotti*Brad*Jeremy*MC Mix Factory'Wild

Horse*Underground*2nd Ave.'cruises'you did WHAT
with WHO? -

step*abs-25, no do 30'that THING you

DO'father/daughter*camo*bi-

centennial'celebration'BEAST'Mom. Dad. Kevin, all my
friends-thanks for the memories-it's been a wild ridel! I

LOVE you.

Carolyn Smith

Anston'Spanish Club 1-4*Key Club 2-4*Dance Club 2.4*Dam

Bits"Strags"Caymans '96*Path of Ra'Trailor trash'white

russian'Sharkies'Mr. "H"*Condo #9'Cadavers"This island is

REALLY shady'Hot, Hot, Hot*Dexter*"Willing, as in willing to

do anythmg'"Sarolyn*Southern girls'Shades'the I.V. man*Mr.

Benz'Sarah, what really happened that night?!?*"Y'all can't

be doin' that here"*Aaron, I didn't put the bat in your car*The

Bruise'Labor Day Weekend '95*No say about that'Motel

6*No surrender'The Fngo'Cancun '97*Mom, Dad, Brad,

Christine, & Aaron, Thank you so much for the love, support,

& encouragement you have given me to help me get this far. I

love all of you w/ all of my heart'Sarah, don't forget, BEST
FRIENDS FOREVERI'to the Class of '97. thanks for all of the

memories. It's been a BLAST, & I'll never forget any of you.

I love you guys, & I wish you all the best of luck!

Senior Half Paces



Carrie Smith

Alissa Swearingen

Triad'Plutonic Threesome*ill-fated God
humor*Beau-all the applause*Mr. Goodwin and

his rabbit*Oswald*all the rolls of film*Mom, Dad, I

love you and thank you for the doors you have

opened to meTravis-agragate house, one

day*Chris, for always being there*Susie~l love

you more than I can ever express, we have lived

to tell about it*Lauren~l love you, your words, your

tears. ..send me the book*To those who took care

of my innocence-namely Carrie and

Leslie*Farewell, "and may flights of angels sing

thee to thy rest."

Senior Half Paces



Meghan Tally

Eccowasin President 4*Track 1-4*Basketball 1-

3*Hallmarks Editor 4*Pep Club 1-4 Senior Representa-

tive 4*French Club 1-4*Class Vice President TPssh on

the roof*Johnny*100% Natural*"2 Pack ?"*physics*we are

bodies*B. Faster & Pink Satin'stay left

RebMonl'Juanita'cave campout*roadtrip*we can do

it"A I st day wreckage*RLH*butterflies &

eskimos"Steeplechase*"A friend knows the song in my
heart & sings it to me when my memory fails.'"Thank you

alTDave, I've loved every minute'Nicole T., thanks for

always knowing what to say'To Mom, Dad. Bren. Trey,

you made these years what they are. I will miss you*And

to my Father, for watching over me & loving me always,

you are my strength.
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Katie Tidwell

Ariston President 4*JCL 1-4*Pep Club 1-4*Science

Club 1-4*Basketball 1-4*Soccer 1-4, cpt. 4*Ryan

fight'State Soccer'Destin 2 many yrs.*"l fell off the

wall!"*Texaco Trouble'Court&Cares, "We missed

Hank but met Officer Lennin"*JB&Boo, "We mooned
MBA"*Brit&Boo's party houses'Mom&Dad.Tm w/

Cares"*HAM pulls thru*Thanx Buns'Beth&Cinco de

Mayo'Jim B&The Silver

Bullet*Eleuthra'96*OhhBeracuda*meet@my church

Buns&Court, "We're up to trouble"*Knoxvegas*Doggy

Door'Cancun '97*Girls, "This is shady"*DAC*To my
best friends: "It's been the most fun"*Phil, "It's like

strawberry wine"*Mom Dad Fletch & Steph, Thanks

for everything. God bless. I love you all!

Senior Hall Pases



Rebecca Todd
Angkor*Lice?*l like staying home*l didn't break BF's

table'face down on the hilTMr. Kermit molested*orange

poncho boys'Homecoming, BS all I'm gonna say is WE
NEED SOME PL_ _*BF-he was my date*You won't kill

animals but you'll kill yourself'Killing me softly @
Buns*CW-CAR*JW's-flat*Rokeby*harmony to

DMB'Megmon-yellow brick road'D'ya eat yet*Mac Daddy
Patty*HNIC*Rare African Disease'floor crawling'HH,

sneaking champagne'GV's am BMs'was it

slimy*Texaco*Chomper*12o'clock heart to

hearts*Jamaica me crazy*Cancun*We broke up

again'FO-D'the midget's. chocolate*around the

block?*We've shared good & bad, but that doesn't

matter. The point is that we've shared the time! Reb,

Reeb, RebT, Tweezer

Jessica Tucker
Eccowasin'Ballet Club 2-4*Milestones 3,4 Photo

Editor 4*Logos II 2-4 Senior Editor 4*Hallmarks 3,4

Senior Editor 4*Mu Alpha Theta*French Club 2-

4*Amnesty Int'l 2-4*Key Club 2*Playmakers

2*Juicica*"Chickens make lousy house pets" Dana
Carvey'The White Ugly Idiots Because We're Cool

and Stuff Like That'Wonder Woman*shirley

temple*Ca m'est egal!*the blacksmith*Jessica, are

you ashamed of me?*ohmigosh*OK*for real'What's

up with that?*Big Butt*Loser*flying chipmunk*"Fall,

Glimmer, Sparkle, & Fade" Art Alexakis*"Can't buy

what I want Because it's free...everything has

changed, absolutely nothing's changed" Eddie

Vedder*Mom, Dad, Sam-Thank you for everything! I

love you very much!

Senior Half Pases



Lauren Tweel

Angkor'Modern Club 1-4*JazzClub 1,2*Beyond Hate

1-4*JCL 1-4*McLean. Green, Quinndo'Club

Havana'Billygoats'Surfer trash'Where is Edward

Jack?*Big Bopper*#1 Rockstars,Ste-dogs*Yeah

Bossl'No Dice'Henman & Philipoussis.Sledford &
Happy Gilmore.Matt you and I are like Jarry &
Elaine*Vine Party, Blackmountain '96,Mothership

Connection, Roget*l told you it was shadyl'Shady

villa'never give thumbs up*cash's*JCP*Glamour

queens'Basquiat-Artistic genius!*Sharing

silence'Faith and doubt both are needed-not as

antagonists, but working side by sode-to take us

around the unknown curve. "-Lillian Smith

Grace Verner
Ariston*French Club 1-4*Student Council 3.4*Science

Club 3,4*1 desperately want 2 make love 2 a school

boy*AH:Fatty*Just 1 more*JW:Texaco
Trouble*JN:Every room in my house*moo
cows*now?sex van*JB:home away from home'that's

hilanous'is that your a ?*BS pool*CH:Wooh!

Colorado'Cancun '96*Rok*H&M*CW plastic

bags*"lt's 1000"*CA:Late night Laughs'RT, BB:9

A.M. Bloody Marys*Frenchies*RD:Sometimes in life

you just gotta say what the f*CW:your balls are

showing!*CS:Spying in bathroom*TP:Let's get 2 the

point*MV:run! AlrightAlnghtAlright*The night is

young*To my friends, Dad, Mom, Mims, Log, Burton,

and the rest of the fam:Thanks for the Glory Days! I

love y'all!
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Katherine Voss

TriacTPIaymakers 1-4*Rifle Team 1-4

State Champs & Most lmproved*JCL

1 ,2*Art Club 1 ,2*Spaz*Ewi*Thai-

Pan*Wooly Bully*THE WINDOW*EF
POWER TO YA*7 to 0-Beau*Tom
Petty*VALENTINE'S '95*"Where's yo

mamma. ..with yo daddy"* Daisygirl &
PSK-
13*Waldo,Pizzaface,Jacka##*lan-"Am

I the missing piece or the Big

0?"*Wilson-Bearbear*Dolphin

show*BS*Heathrow*Shaving cream

fight-Crystal*"Break the fan

Holly!"*Three squared is ten & Grilled

Cheese-Joe*Flying Evian Bottle-

BT*Florida cartrip*Kitten &
Honeybunny*THUG TIL I DIE*"Ain't

nothin but a thang"-Hulo*Everybody

needs a thirst & A fruit is stalking us-

Beau*Donnell-l love you Big Bro*HEY
DOUBLE BUBBLE*Cash Money
Crew*1995 PROM COP*Pediddle*The

Mercedes*REN FAIR*Hootie Concert*

Kat Ward
Eccowasin*Honor Council 3,4 Vice President 4*Art

Club 2-4 President 3 Secretary 4*YIG 2*Key Club 1-

3*Cum Laude 3,4*Mu Alpha Theta'Evans

Award*Yale Award*Randolph Macon Award*Art 2,3

Award'The Compass Posse*French 2B*There's a log

in the auditorium*laughing spot*go kiss your

rabbit*flagella*Lola's bird*Fluff*Epitome*hat-

HEAD'not Portugal, Amber*bunny, Bunny,

BUNNY*Horipros ONLY*We love Wemer*We beat

MBA Mock Trial*Lola:Frank Sinatra'the rollie

carpet'Death by Chocolate*Lily*Senior bees*l don't

think it's fair that I'm not the 2nd coming*the Brazilian

water polo team*Mom, Dad, Beth, and Jim, I'll miss

you and I love you!

Senior Half Pages



Courtney Weaver

Marisa Wilson

Triad*Art Club 2-4 Vice President 4*Honor Council 3,4

Srgt.at Arms 4'Ambassador Society 3,4*Key Club 2-4*YIG

2-4*Time to Rise 3,4*Community Service Award

3*Wellesley Book Award 3*sewer incident'detachable

bodice'Red Revolution'The Regime'Country

Breeze'vibrating door'not "she went back again!"*Chemistry

woes'skanky shmoe'THE Norton, THE ultimate

weapon'pleasure barge'who cares'it doesn't matter'don't

cry, you'll make me cry too'here's a tip: keep it in the

bedside table, not the closet'happy with three, going on my
fourth'and tuck'who you callin' a Spanish @$#*For Rachel:

how can you not chew?*dagger tatoos'CAMO'Midway

Cafe*spanish class'everything else I can't remember or

would rather not repeat'thanks for everything "you

guys"*gonna miss ya'gonna be reckless'Buena suerte!
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Catherine Workman
Angkor President*Student Council Senior

Representative*Basketball 1-3*Milestones 3,4*soccer

manager 3,4*G,JB, plastic bags*B, I have my
watch'Buns, you squatted on my stairs*Jack, no

forks*he's NOT my husband*JAE,HE,SY, heard of

knocking?*strip poker*living upstairs at 1125*theme

nights with John'10 month tape'Rokeby maid*we bond

physically'l luv HAM and "dogs"*week at 10B*Dirty

Dancing at G's'limo '96*Kelly*3 amigos'Jamaican me
crazy*JB sandwich dance'Matt's words of wisdom*5 min.

Pat*trashcans*Cancun*Scott, perfect timing'Thanx to all

my wonderful friends for the amazing memories. Your

fabulous! Jen, Gracie-thank you from the bottom of my
heart, you brighten my life. Mom, Dad, Beth, Booze-

thanx for helping me on my way. I love you all.

Amber Worrell
Ariston*Amnesty Int'l 1-4*Key Club 1-4 Representa-

tive 3 Secretary 4*Ambassador Society 3,4*Volleyball

1-4*Swimming 3,4*Softball 1,2*Riflery 1*Movie Fest

at Amber's*Shady situations under banana trees on

Random Nights*Kate-WHO are those boys following

us?Simba-Pride Rock will be yours next year'Shhh-

beach secret*Dancing on TGIF's tables w/

Vanessa*Come on Ral, set me up*Mahagony hair

and sweet amethyst eyes*Dancing on the ocean in

the rain in Destin HC96*That thing is huge, what do

you use it for?60%Beth/Kat*lt's HUGE! Helen watch

that window.Amanda..what a beautiful

name!PhyllisThanks for four crazy yearsM'll miss you

all very muchlMom, Dad, Rachel, I love you

all.Thanks for the support.
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Jenny Wray

Triad'Spanish Club 2-4'Beyond Hate 2,3*Spmt Leader

3*FCA 3,4'Destin 93-95'Aluthra 96, SC, KT.BS-lnterpretive

Dance'Texaco Trpuble, stay in the car I'm not fighting those

girls. All Night Glass*Ruth, you're gutless, pancakes? Jen-

thanks, by the way no strip teases'Jack, are you

hungry '''Still like em greasy?*Thursday nights at the Blair's,

Frank, I give up. I love Ed'Grace, sure leave me with the X-

Mas tree*NL,RT,ST, I think something is wrong with my
car'I'm allergicTm staying up late tonight guys'Cath, I swear

I didn't hit the tree'AS, you're going to have to explain that

one to me'Volvo excitement!*Ta, "Dance Queen", Adven-

tures in the Roadmaster and always Monteagle. To all my
friends, thanks for the memories, I'll never forget you all.

Mom, Dad, Jackson, Katherine, thanks for always being

there, I love you.
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President: Marissa Moses,Vice President: Megan Youngblood, Treasurer, Mona Sharif, Secretary:

Lesley Ann Howell, Parlimentarian: Clark Rose, Spirit Leader: Mandy Lomax
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Kim Allen
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Dwyla Beard Jessica Betts Terri Beuerlein

Photo not available:

Ashley Beadle

Jessica Brown Katherine Buckspan

Kate Celauro Caroline Coles

K.C. Bull

Lisa Binkley Allison Bradley

Kirsten Cassel

Catherine Cowan Allison Davis
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Blair Davis Laura Dillon Meg Funderburk



Rachel Garton Lindsey Gaston Miller Greathouse

Julia Harrison Jamie Heinrich

Lisa Housholder Clementyne Howard

Caroline Harrell

Allyson Harper

Erin Hirsch Lana Housholder

Lesley Ann Howell Olivia Huggins

Jan Ingram Kelly Jackson Jordan Jones Karen Jones Beth Kain
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Katie Kaminski Lauren Kitchell Nadine Kozok Lucy Kuykendall

Sinclair Kelly

Amanda Lomax

Meredith Mallard Allegra Marks

Lauren May

Meghann McConnell Mary Knox Merrill

Avon Lyons

Elizabeth McClellan

Marissa Moses Nicole Mynatt Mary Alice Nading Emy Noel Katherine Pace
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Dina Shabayek Mona Sharifi Julianne Shelton Alexis Staples Marie Stringer
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Sarah Williams Devon Williamson Megan Youngblood Georgia Yowell
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U.S.U-

President: Brie Brown; Vice President: Susan Harris; Treasurer: Irene Jackson;

Secretary: Maryanne Warner; Parliamentarian: Sara Glassford; Spirit Leader: Meg Milan

76 Sophomore Mugs



Beth Bishop

Annie Biter Hayes Blair Catherine Boehm Amanda Brown Brie Brown
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Emily Cummings Courtney Curb

Dearing Davis Amanda Dixon Ashley Fairey

78 Sophomore Mugs

Vanessa Falk Ann Finley



Margaret Horton Hadyn Jackson

Irene Jackson Vanessa Jones Markell Lewis Sarah Lodge Katy Manier
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Blaire McMeans

Olga Palatnik Katharine Parish

80 Sophomore Mugs

Brett Parsons Anne Partlett Emily Phy



Bunny Stream Elizabeth Ann Stringer Kelsey Thompson Mimi Verner Lindsay Voigt
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Peyton Waggoner

Photo not available

Genevieve Ward

Becca White

f
Kristin Wilson Rebecca Workman

Rachel Worrell Michelle Wright

82 Sophomore Mugs

Sara Zare Sete Zare
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President: Amy Campbell; Vice-President: Erika Wilkinson; Secretary: Jessie Morris;

Treasurer: Katie Hill; Parliamentarian: Lindsey Beckner; Spirit Leader: Laura McAliste

i ,1

84 Freshmen Musis



Gayle Bandy Kerry Bartoe

Lindsay Beckner Katie Beesley Becca Begtrup Kate Berry Leslie Bourke
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Megan Casey Rachel Cherney

*****.

Katie Christenberry Sasha Chudacoff

86 Freshman Mugs

Cathy Crafton Jessica Crowell Sloan Curtis



Fabienne Diskin Nicoll Doramus Brooke Earthman

Nika Ferdowsi

Cynthia Gray

Allyson Foreman

Sarah Hargrove

Reed Harrison Katie Hill Melinda Housholder Katie Howell Ruth Huggins
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Lina Kharats

Photo not available

Alison Lauderdc

Catherine Johnson Anna Lappalainen

Molly Kaplan

Erin Lehner Katie Levitt

Marjorie Levy Kristen Lowry

Jessica Lundin Laura McAlister Sandy McCain Stephanie McCombs Mackenzie McCrack
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Joanie McEnery Susan McGugin Kimberly McKinney Hayden Morel

Tricia McWilliams

Jessie Morris Amanda Norman

Spring Pami Emily Priest

Anne Rankin Louise Riley Keely Robeson Shannon Shillinglaw Emme Simpkins
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Bethany Switter Leigh Terry Jacqueline Thompson

Laurel Staples

Elizabeth Townsend Sara Trace

Lucy Kay Wall Lindsey Wallace

Catherine Walton Rachel Wieck Erika Wilkinson
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92 Eighth Grade Mugs



Katy Adams Ann Stewart Banker Dacia Beard Sally Burgess

Stephanie Beatty

Emily Burn Evins Cameron

Lauren Canale Rachel Chisolm

Emily Dade Betty Blake Elrod

Sarah Fleming Carey Floyd

Hannah Galbraith Lauren Gardner Michelle Gaskin Margot Gaston Filiz Genca
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Kim Goldstein Elise Hagan Elizabeth Hance Christen Harper

Heather Green

Jennifer Harrison Haley Hawkins

Leah High Sara Jo Houghland

Margaret Humbracht Chowning Johnson

94 Eighth Grade Mugs
Margaret Jones Sarah Koch Netta Levran



Sutton Lipman Alexandra Littlefair-Molin Helen Martin

Photo not available:

Catherine Mountcastle

Michaela McKee

Margaret Martin

Elizabeth Mills Molly Moore

Melissa Mosley Corinne Mynatt Catherine Nading Megan Newman Miller
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Kristen Skruber Lizzie Smith

Lisa Shipp Toby Shuster

f

Shannon Stone Casey Taherian Lauren Trent Ashley Wright
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98 Seventh Grade Mugshots
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Katie Adams Audrey Ball Mary Diane Bartoe Christine Bass

Megan Beckner

Suzanne Brown

Meredith Barton

Heather Brim

Mori Buster

Laura Callaway Caylan Cheadle

Emily Clark Lauren Coleman Ellen Cummings Thea Dickerson Becca Durnin
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Molly Howell Kara Beth Huffstutter Lana Ismail
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Katie Kennedy Amanda Larence

Kate Lainhart

Kathryn Larson Meridith Long

Kate Lowry E.A. Manier

Abigail Markham Taylor Middleton

Elisa McCabe Kate McCague

Lauren McCathren Rachel McCord Mary Kathleen Meador Sarah Odom Lindsay Owens
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Elizabeth Porter Meredith Ramsey Abigail Ray

Ciana Pullen

Ashley Shields Sarah Soltman

Hannah Reed Grace Richardson

Ariel Tobin Jessica Turk

Stephanie Tidwell Courtney Thomas

Minje Whitson Erin Williamson Bradley Wright

102 Seventh Grade Mugs
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Anna Derryberry Lana Evans

Kimia Ferdowsi Sarah Gabbert Laura Gibson Louisa Gibson Amelia Grimes
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Becca Lewis

Laura Lee Sivan Levran

Lauren MacLeod Lindsay Mahan Emelie Matthews Amelia McKeithen
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Virginia Pirkle Sara Rodriguez Katie Smith

Raleigh Ann Simpkins

Mary Stengel

Adrienne Thomas Hillary Thomas

Emily Wall

Elizabeth Warner Anna Williams

Elizabeth Woodson Didi Xu Nikou Zoller
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Kim Alfery Bridgette Beatty Jennifer Burn Lauren Dagley

Leigh Craig

Rachel Howell Berry Kennedy Annatte Levran Emma Lewis Jocelyn Lostetter
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Hannah Menefee

Ali Minear

Caroline Ramsey

Photo not available:

Alloson Small

Katie Seals Rosanne Siman

Nancy Sisk Lauren Simpson

** /

Amanda Powell Lauren Powell Emmie Powell

Anna Smith Rebecca Spigel

Fifth Grade Mugs

Robin Steele Gracie Wachtler
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Department of Education

'Where there is much desire to learn, there

)f necessity will be much arguing, much
vnting, many opinions; for opinion in good

nen is but knowledge in the making."

-John Milton

'School should be a place where you can fail

vithout falling, and fall without failing."

-NASSP/ NAAC

""Education is what remains when we have

forgotten all that we have been taught."

-George Saville

"Education is a painful, continual, and difficult

work to be done by watching, by warning, by

precept, and by praise, but above all- by

example." -John Ruskin

Education has for its object the

ormation of character"

-Herbert Spencer

A teacher affects eternity; he can

ever tell where his influence stops."

-Henry Brooks Adams

The touchstone of knowledge is

le ability to teach."

-Auctoritates Aristotelis

"One looks back with

appreciation to the brilliant

teachers, but with gratitude to

those who touched our human

feelings. The cirriculum is so

much necessary raw material,

but warmth is the vital element

for the growing plant and for the

soul of the child."

-Carl Jung

"You can teach anything if you

believe in it and you can

understand it."

-Ralph Miller
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Commander in Chief
Mrs. Leah Rhys has been

serving Harpeth Hall since the fall of

1991. Amazingly, she knows
everyone's name, and if she sees a

student in the hallway she always has

time to ask how their day is going.

Everyone at Harpeth Hall loves her

enthusiasm and especially her

"Welcome back" assemblies,

persuading every student to challenge

herself to become the most successful

women of the next century. Mrs. Rhys

also keeps the teachers striving to do

their best as she observes many classes

throughout the year. However, besides

overseeing the main committees and

boards involved within the Harpeth Hall

community, she always finds time to

attend a soccer game, a play, or a mock-

trial tournament to support her

Honeybears! Mrs. Rhys is truly the

heart of the Harpeth Hall community.

^
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Drill Sergeants

If you have any questions or concerns,

or simply need a piece of advice, Mrs. Susan

Baughman is the person you want to seek.

Working for a number of years at Harpeth Hall,

she knows all the in's and out's of life in the

Upper School first hand, and she will be tough to

replace next year. It is impossible to imagine the

upper school without this devoted and committed

leader. We all depend on her strong academic

advice and her constant support in each of our

endeavors. By sponsoring the Honor Council,

she preserves the strong sense of integrity that

defines the Harpeth Hall community.

Unfortunately, Harpeth Hall loses Mrs.

Baughman next year, and we will all truly miss

her charismatic attitude and her dedication to

Harpeth Hall.

Mrs. Lindy Sayers is the

dedicated leader who keeps the

Harpeth Hall Middle School running

smoothly. As one of the most caring

and devoted faculty members we

have, Mrs. Sayers is there for each

and every one of her students,

managing to juggle everything

successfully. Not only does she take

care of all the important matters that

affect half of our student body, but

she is also a loving counselor, full of

advice and answers for "her girls".

Whether concerning academics,

teachers, or the social lives ofstudents,

she knows the solution to every

problem. Since she began her work

here many years ago, hundreds of

girls have been entrusted to her care.
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Don't ask,
What is Harpeth Hall's connection to

the community of Nashville? The Development

Department, of course! This department

organizes many programs, such as the annual

giving, the planned giving, and the endowment

and capital programs. The Development

Department, which includes Ms. Polly Nichols,

Mrs. Dianne Wild, Mrs. Jane Ferrell and Ms.

Charan Ballentine, has to communicate with

Harpeth Hall's contributors and supporters to

make our school the best that it can possibly be.

Without this important group of individuals.

Harpeth Hall would not have such a great

endowment or such wonderful alumni

contributions.

Ms. Emily Fuller is the Director of Special

Programs at Haipeth Hall. She has the huge task

of organizing both on-campus and off-campus

Winterim, as well as all of Harpeth Hall's summer

programs. The Time to Rise summer and tutoring

programs are a great way for our community to

get involved in the lives of children from other

schools. Winterim serves as a chance for Upper

School students to explore areas of intreset outside

of their typical classes. Classes in Drivers'

Education, art, sculpture, and drama are also offered

in the summer to youth all over Nashville. Ms.

Fuller works very hard all year to ensure that these

programs run smoothly.

*

Imagine Haipeth Hall without Mrs.

Anne King, Mrs. Kathy Morton, and Mr.

Bill Hayward. Our school would be in total

chaos for sure! These are the three key

people that keep the finances here at school

in order. They make sure that our fabulous

teachers are paid, that all of our school-

books are ordered, that our building projects

run smoothly, and they make good use of

the donations to the school. Even though

these people work behind the scenes at

school, without them Harpeth Hall would

not be the great school it is today.

Mrs. Grimes served as the

Dean of Faculty in the 1996-1997

school year. In this position, she

fulfilled such responsibilities as

overseeing the evaluation process of

new teachers and working on Haipeth

Hall's accreditation through the

Southern Association ofColleges and

Schools. She acted as a liaison

between faculty and administration,

and served as a stellar representative

of the faculty.
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don't tell

Due to the incredible Admissions

Department at Harpeth Hall, our student

body is not only diverse, but vibrant and

talented. From forming the Ambassador

Society to aiding students in their decisions

to attend Harpeth Hall, the admissions

department is a great asset to our school.

Mrs. Hilrie Brown and Mrs. Andrea

Holbrook are the women who proudly lead

the Admissions Department and the

Ambassador Society. Without the hard-

working personnel in the Admissions

Department, Harpeth Hall would not have

such a great mix of interesting students. As

Mrs. Hilrie Brown says. "I gain so much

pleasure from meeting and greeting new

families in our community!"

Not many people would be willing to

spend countless hours dealing with Senior

girls on the verge ofbreakdowns about college.

Mr. Phil Hooper and Mrs. Betty Jane Barringer,

however, take on this task with honesty, humor,

and a smile. Whether it is explaining the

application process, talking to parents about

financial aid, or encouraging students to attend

information sessions by visiting colleges, these

college councelors are always looking out for

the students. With their help, each girl finally

finds that dream school and leaves Harpeth

Hall on her way to a successful future.

Ms. Liza Lentz is the

Upper School Guidance councelor

at Harpeth Hall. She coordinates

and teaches the Life Choices classes

for Freshmen and the Peer

Counceling classes for Sophomores.

Ms. Margaret Libby helped Ms.

Lentz this year as her assistant.

These women are very important to

the student body. If any girl has any

kind of problem, they know that the

door to the counceling office is

always open.

This year, Harpeth Hall's dive into the

information age included the addition of Mr.

Robert Boudreau to the staff as the technology

consultant. Mr. Boudreau worked tirelessly to

bring our school up to date , providing e-mail

access to students and teachers, starting up the

web page, and averting the daily disasters that

plague the HH computer system. Though he

was heard on occasion shouting, "I hate

computers!". Mr. Boudreau saved the sanity of

countless students and faculty trying to merge

onto the information super-highway. Milestones,

in particular, gives a huge thanks to our favorite

hacker- we could never have done this without

you!
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Keepers of the Archives

The Harpeth Hall secretaries

certainly help to keep the school rolling.

They are constantly answering the phones,

organizing schedules and sending out the

infamous report cards that we all rush

home to intercept. Not only do they check

up on us when we don't arrive at school,

they can also be relied on for messages on

the board containing important

information each day. Mrs. Nan Reed

keeps the Upper School informed and

entertained with the daily announcements,

Mrs. Sally Mabry somehow manages those

rowdy Middle Schoolers, and Mrs. Donna

Montague, Mrs. Margie Martin, and Mrs.

Dot Smith control all the behind-the-scenes

work that is done in Souby Hall. These

secretaries are well-appreciated by both

the students and faculty for their hard

work and caring. They do a sensational

job keeping everything at Harpeth Hall

running smoothly.

Once again Mrs. Katherine

Douse and Mrs. Nancy Rumsey made the

Library accessible to all students during

the 1996-1997 school year. This year,

added to the team was Ms. Karen Aid, a

Library assistant. These three women
made sure that all books and computers

were easy to use and that all students were

aware of how the Library was arranged.

The Librarians also conducted the

information session for our new e-mail

accounts and access to the Internet.

Overall, they were a great help to the

students while either keeping the Middle

School girls quiet or toning down the

Upper School students. Even though the

Librarians have a hard job, they work

tirelessly and keep the Library running.
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A Few Good Men

The men in the Maintenance

Department at Harpeth Hall kept the

school running and the campus well-

maintained. No matter what the problem

may be, all you had to do was pick up the

phone and these guys got the job done.

Whether it' s moving a file cabinet, setting

up chairs, or helping someone retrieve

keys out of their locked car, these men

were always there to help us with what

we needed. The Harpeth Hall

maintenance crew certainly did an

excellent job of keeping our school

organized and running.

Mess Hall

It's ten minutes until lunch and

instead of pondering over the homework in

Chemistry or the lecture about the Great

Depression in American all you can think

about is ... chicken fingers, or better yet,

bagel Pizza! Finally the bell rings and you

dash out of class and sprint down to the

cafeteria. Curbing the urge to growl at

those teachers who always find their way to

the head of the line, you get to Barb who has

a big smile on her face and she gives you

your food. Sitting down with your friends

you relax and discuss what a shame it is that

Barb and Jude don't make those wonderful

chocolate chip pies everyday. Everyone

would agree that Barb and Jude are the

hottest tickets in town! Where would

Harpeth Hall be without it's legendary

cheese sticks and tea cakes?
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Army Corps of Engineers

The Science Department at Harpeth

Hall is composed of extremely dedicated

teachers who work hard to enlighten then-

students. The Middle School science classes

are taught by Mrs. Karen Nash, Mrs. Betsy

Malone, and Ms. Susan Trzuskowski. This

department also includes those who teach all

the Upper School courses: Biology, taught by

Dr. John Hopple, Mrs. Sachiko Morrey, and

Dr. Stacey Klein, Chemistry, taught by Ms.

Melinda Higgins and Mrs. Legare Vest,

Physics, taught by Ms. Christine Carpenter,

and Environmental Science, taught by Mrs.

Sachiko Morrey. With Dr. John Hopple as

Department Chair, the Science Department is

always adding to our students' understanding

of the world around us.

20

The Math Department this year

was under the able leadership of Mr. Tad

Wert who served as head for the first

time. The Math Department at Harpeth

Hall worked tirelessly to help their

students learn Algebra. Calculus, and

Discrete, among other courses. The new

technology that the teachers received this

year helped them use different methods

of teaching, and gave students new

opportunities for projects. Five new

computers, the Internet, and the

Mathematica Computer Software were

some of the many new innovations that

made the math program what it was this

year. As always, the Math Department

pulled off a fabulous year at Harpeth

Hall.
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Department of Exterior
The English Department is dedicated

to a wide variety of curriculums and they never

cease to amaze us with their creativity and

interesting ideas. All of the English teachers do

a wonderful job. filling our brains with

everything from contemporary American

Literature, to British poets, to American

Classics like The Scarlet Letter. Each year the

different grades address pertinent issues of their

lives and relate them to their studies, such as the

ideas of community and identity. Ms. Karen

Roark is the Chair of the large English

Department which includes Mrs. Nancy

Grimes, Ms. Lisa Archer, Mrs. Scottie Girgus,

Mrs. Rita Kaplan, Ms. La-Voe Mulgrew, Dr.

Derah Myers, Ms. Jackie O'Keefe, Mr. Thad

Persons, Ms. Margaret Renkle, and Ms. Diann

Shoaf. All of these teachers did an excellent job

of conveying the material to all levels in the

most interesting way. Thanks, English

Department, for all the hard work!

"Salve. Hola. Bonjour." Can you

say "Hello" in another language? Thanks to

the Foreign Language Department, Harpeth

Hall girls can. Department chair Mrs. Joyce

Ward leads fellow teachers Ms. Micha

Behymer, Mrs. Marees Choppin, Ms. Jennifer

Cox, Mrs. Carole Hagan, Mrs. Anissa

Konieczny, Mr. Bill Lauderdale, Mr. Paul-

Leon Tuzeneu, and Ms. Vicki Weaver as they

instruct students in French, Latin, and

Spanish. When taking a foreign language,

girls not only learn cognates and nouns, but

cultural, political, and historical aspects of the

places where these languages are spoken.

This department has truly jumped into the

technology age by using the new language

labs and the internet as part of interactive

learning. So, "Vale. Adios. Adieu."
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The Art of War
Who can take us back in time to the

Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, the

Enlightened Despots, or to the Dred Scott Case?

No one else but the dedicated teachers of our

History Department. These men and women
enrich each Harpeth Hall student with knowledge

of those bygone days. Department Chair Dr. Art

Echerd received well-deserved recognition for

excellence in teaching when he was the first

recipient of the Hoffstead Chair. The other

members of the department are no less worthy of

praise. Mr. Tony Springman teaches both

Psychology and American Government and Dr.

Jim Cooper teaches American History. Mrs.

Marisa Mayhan teaches European History, along

with Dr. Art Echerd. Dr. Derah Myers teaches

the ever-popular AP Art History course. Ms.

Margaret Bean, Mrs. Merrie Clark, and Ms.

Elizabeth Salem instruct the Middle School and

include many field trips and hands-on activities in

their cirriculum. These teachers continue to

strengthen and shape this part of the Harpeth Hall

community.

The creative minds of Harpeth Hall

never cease to amaze their community. From

comedies to dance concerts, art shows to

chamber quartets, and photography to choral

concerts, the students in fine arts classes

display their many talents and skills throughout

the year. The students, however, could not do

so without the avid support of their teachers.

The faculty for the Fine Arts Department are

composed of: three studio art teachers: Ms.

Ann Blackburn, Ms. Cati Vietorisz, and Ms.

Rosie Paschall; the dance teachers: Ms.

Stephanie Hamilton and Ms. Leslie Matthews;

Mr. Peter Goodwin, the photography teacher;

music directors: Dr. David Cassell and Ms.

Lynne Rothrock; and, our theater experts: Ms.

Janette Klocko. Ms. Lynne Rothrock, and Ms.

Rene Copeland. Ms. Blackburn leads this

group of dedicated teachers in their endeavor to

encourage expression and creativity at Harpeth

Hall.
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Survival of the Fittest
The Athletic Department has always been

a significant part of the Harpeth Hall community.

It provides students with a chance to work together

outside of the classroom, while interacting with

other students from surrounding schools. Mrs.

Susan Russ heads the Athletic Department, coaches

varsity track and cross-country, and teaches P.E.

classes . Mrs. Lori Graves teaches various P.E.

classes including senior weight training class. Mrs.

Graves also coaches the varsity volleyball team.

Ms. Martha Grace teaches Middle School P.E.

classes. Ms. Leslie Matthews teaches dance class

to the freshman, sophomores, and juniors, as well

as instructing the modern and jazz dance clubs

which perform an annual Dance Concert. The

Athletic Department at Harpeth Hall provides an

excellent outlet for students and enables them to

excel outside of the classroom.
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At Ease

Never doubt that a small group of

loughtful, committed citizens can change the

v'orld. Indeed it is the only thing that ever

as."

-Margaret Mead

he real leader has no need to lead- he is

•ntent to point the way."

-Henry Miller

"You are

the only

one who

can make a

difference.

Whatever

your dream

is, go for

it!"

-Majic

Johnson

f you really know what you want out

life, it's amazing how opportunities

ill come to enable you to carry them

it."

-John M. Goddard

[o accomplish things, I am
mvinced you must first dream big

earns."

-Conrad Hilton

rhere is a time for everything, and a

ason for every activity under

;aven."

-Ecclesiates 3:1 NIV

"The secret of a leader lies in the tests he has

faced over the whole course of his life and the

habit of action he develops in meeting those

tests."

-Sheety

"Remember that you are needed. There is at

least one important work to be done that will

not be done unless you do it."

-Charles Allen

"I don't think anything is unrealistic

if you believe you can do it. I think if

you are determined enough and

willing to pay the price, you can get it

done."

-Mike Ditka

"Sucess is to be measured not so

much by the position that one has

resched in life, as by the obstacles

which he has overcome while trying

to suceed."

-Booker T. Washington
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"If we couldn't laugh we'd all go insane

The 1 996- 1 997 Student Council was never in danger of going insane, according to this

quote, because the year was filled with hysterical moments, amusing mishaps, funny characters,

and amazing memories. Led by the incredibly capable Julia Brown, the student council triumphed

in all it undertook. From the Halloween Dance to Winter Formal, to Community Service Day, the

Student Council always added a splash of individuality and freshness. In addition, Julia led the

way in developing and presenting the first ever Harpeth Hall version of "Singled Out" -the dating

game for everyone! This event epitomized the spontaneity, fun, and success of this year's Student

Council. All this fun, however, did not go without its share of hard work. Before most Harpeth

Hall girls were even thinking about pulling on their uniforms, the Student Council was planning

and preparing a year which proved to be incredible. The Student Council had a year that none of

the members will or can forget. And as for Jimmy Buffet, senior representative Catherine

Workman summed it up by saying, "Singlely, none of us are insane, but together, we're all a little

crazy."
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FBI

The mission of the Honor

Council is to provide a desired

atmosphere of mutual trust, respect,

and integrity among the students,

faculty, and administration. Each year,

the entire school body takes an oath

and a pledge to the Honor System.

The students on the Honor Council are

elected by their classmates, and

together these thirteen girls, along with

Mrs. Baughman, review cases dealing

with Honor Code violations. Reagan

Baydoun, president of the Honor

Council, says, "I hope that each girl

this year will grow in her own personal

integrity and that it will not only affect

her attitude in the classroom, but in all

aspects of her life."
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The Cabinet

Student Faculty is

an organization that meets

on a monthly basis to discuss

situations that arise

concerning the student body

and faculty at Harpeth Hall.

Whether talking about

uniforms, parking spaces or

the on- going problem of

where to put all of our

backpacks, the student

faculty committee discusses

and comes to a consensus on

what to do. What would we

do without our loyal student

faculty to solve our

problems and guide our

school to success?

Public Relations

The Ambassador Society is

composed of 30 girls selected by the

Admissions Department to promote Harpeth

Hall to perspective parents. The society

meets one Thursday a month at 7:30 am to

discuss the upcoming events at Harpeth Hall.

At the Admissions Open House and the New
Parent's Dinner, these girls are responsible

for giving tours and greeting guests.

Ambassadors also give tours of the school to

parents and perspective students, and they go

to other schools to speak about Harpeth Hall.

"This is a great bonding experience and we

all get to learn a good deal about Harpeth

Hall." says Sara Mason, a sophomore.

These girls are shining examples of the

friendly, caring and out-going characteristics

for which Harpeth Hall students are known

throughout the community.
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Ask not what your country can do for

With powerful President Anne

Hancock and fearless Vice President

Katie Jackson leading the way, the Key

Club started the year with a huge

agenda. With the help of sponsor, Mr.

Tad Wert, the Key Club organized

Harpeth Hall's first ever Habitat for

Humanity project. For four weekends in

August and September, Harpeth Hall

girls and MBA boys worked together in

North Nashville to build a house for

Theresa Griffin and her family. Though

it was grueling work, everyone had fun

and the task was extremely rewarding.

During the rest of the year, the Key

Club served the community in many

other ways. Some of the more exciting

events were the Italian Street Fair, Belle

Meade Fall Fest, and the Soup Kitchen.

This has been one of the most

productive years ever for Harpeth Hall's

Key Club!

you...

Acting Under Orders

4 j

A voice reverberates

through the auditorium and the

crowd goes wild.

"Appearing tonight, the

belles of the ball, those fantastic

stars, the Harpeth Hall Playmakers!

Yes, ladies and gentlemen, these

talented girls have brought together

a spectacular show this evening,

with a set they built themselves!

Who among you does not know of

their hard work and noble deeds? Is

there one in your midst who has

missed the signs for tech call which

ask, 'Have you ever wondered how
it feels to operate a power tool?'

These committed souls are indeed

well known around the Hall. In fact,

they are also internationally known,

as members of the Thespian

Society. Let's give these theater

divas a round of applause! Now. it's

time to sit back and enjoy the

show."

The lights grow dim and

the audience sits silently in

breathless anticipation of another

incredible performance.
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A Few Good Women

The Youth In Government

club at Harpeth Hall promotes

learning, understanding, and

participation in our local government,

as well as on the state, national, and

international levels. The club provides

ways to become more active in

political events, and to take an interest

in world-wide issues. Also, students

get the opportunity to express

themselves and to meet lots of people

by participating in the statewide Model

United Nations and Youth Legislature

conferences sponsored by the YMCA.
As this year's president

Allison Brown states: "This is one of

the most active clubs on campus.

Every member gets a chance to voice

her opinions on topics that she really

cares about."

Y.I.G. gives girls an

opportunity to really make a difference

and have a great time doing it!

High heels, matching

notebooks, and black blazers are all

only part of what Law Club is about.

The club's big event each year is the

Mock Trial Competition, and once

again the team finished with flying

colors this year. The case this year,

between Jamie Matchem and The

Newspaper, was led by team seniors

Kat Ward and Helen Gorodetsky. At

Mock Trial, the team beat MBA, won
the District, and concluded the year

with a fine performance in the State

Tournament in Memphis. The hard

work and dedication of the team and the

coaches was truly amazing. The Mock
Trial team kept their undefeated

reputation, and will continue to inspire

fear in the other teams.
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United Nations

Ahhh . . . Bon. At the

beginning of the year, the French Club

President Ruth Duncan got things

started with dinners for our two foreign

exchange students. The French Club

members always enjoy getting a real

taste of the French culture. Also, at the

foreign language food fest, the club's

table was full of yummy food that

everyone enjoyed. Even the visiting

French students seemed to be

impressed! However, the French Club

here at Harpeth Hall is not just about

eating food; rather, it provides an

opportunity to socialize in French

without having to stress over grades.

The French Club is the best way to get

a feel for the culture of French society

without having to travel across the

ocean.

Salve, puellae ! The Junior

Classical League is always full of

excitement. This year, consul Kristen

Campbell led her fellow Latin lovers in

adventures ranging from JCL Day at

sports events to UNICEF trick-or-

treating. The club also provided each

Upper School girl with a Jolly Rancher

and an "Io Saturnalia" sign, and

participated in Food Fest. JCL members

take part in the annual state Latin

convention where they are always

successful, due to the efforts of Mrs.

Joyce Ward, the sponsor. The JCL is a

great way for Latin students to improve

and have fun with the language they

love.
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NAFTA
Comida, amigos, y divertido!

(food, friends, and fun!) What more could

you ask for in a club at Harpeth Hall? Any
HH student interested in Spanish can meet

once a month for half-hour meetings led by

fearless leader Nicole Lewis and VP Kate

Rose. The fun includes eating at countless

Mexican restaurants, conversing in Spanish,

and planning ways to integrate Spanish

culture into the lives of HH students. One

of the club's main projects is sponsoring a

table at the Annual HH International Food

Fest. Club members also reach into the

community by sponsoring Hispanic

families in need. Finally, the Spanish Club

sponsors the famous, and always exciting

pinata bust for the entire student body! Que

divertido!

EPA

Led by President Carrie Smith and

new faculty sponsor Ms. Sachiko Morrey,

the Science Club made great headway this

year. With interesting speakers from areas

of medical research, cancer survivors, and

local environmental action groups, the

Science Club tried to make everyone aware

of the importance of science in their lives.

Around the campus, there is visual evidence

of strides that this club has made: the signs

for turning off lights to save energy and the

recycling boxes in every classroom are two

important ways the science club is helping

make HH an environmentally conscious

school. As vice-president Lauren Kitchell

said. "Nature and the environment are such

an important part of the world that we feel it

is our duty to keep it clean!"
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Peace Corps

Here at Harpeth Hall, where can

you find a group of girls who feel very

strongly about certain issues and write

letters expressing their opinions to various

organizations throughout the world? At

an Amnesty International meeting, of

course! Led by President Lauren O'Neill,

members of Amnesty International

convene regularly to write letters to the

governments of countries that are holding

"prisoners of conscience". These people

have been convicted of "crimes" of their

religious or political beliefs. In short.

Amnesty International tries to reason with

governments of certain nations about the

unfair prosecution of certain "criminals".

Sponsored by Mr. Thad Persons, the

organization meets monthly and works

hard to make this world a more just place.

onscientious Objectors The purpose of Beyond Hate is to educate

students about cultures, religions, and people who

are different from them, so that through

knowledge, discrimination and hate can be put to

an end. President Tallu Schuyler is passionate

about the things her club is doing this year to help

the Harpeth Hall community. Beyond Hate works

closely with the National Conference and members

attend seminars and retreats that they sponsor.

Meetings during school and movies after school are

another way that this club gets members involved.

In a controversial decision this fall, the

administration canceled a Beyond Hate assembly

on discrimination of homosexuals. Representatives

from One-in-Teen, a support group for gay and

lesbian teens, were invited to speak about

discrimination. However, when many students and

parents objected to the assembly, the

administration decided the spirit of the meeting

was lost amidst the controversy, and canceled it. A
town meeting was held in place of the original

assembly so students could respond to the

administration's decision. The cancellation was

somewhat of a disappointment to many club

members. President Schuyler commented that,

"Beyond Hate is an organization with the goal to

cast out fear and ignorance and to open our hearts

and arms to all kinds of people." Hopefully in the

future, these goals will be achieved as Harpeth Hall

becomes a more accepting community.
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Daughters of Revolution
The Daughters of the Alumnae

Organization is a special group made up of

girls currently at Harpeth Hall and their

mothers who also attended the school.

This school year, we have a total of fifty-

six girls who are the daughters of an

alumna. Senior Courtney Weaver states,

"This organization is really great because

it helps the mothers and the daughters to

relate better to each other." The

Daughters of the Alumni Organization

allows for mothers and daughters to

participate in special events with each

other and have a really great bonding

experience. It is also an organization that

reinforces the traditions of Harpeth Hall,

allowing mothers and daughters alike to

share and relive fun and memorable

experiences at this great school.

Morale Boosters

"Bears, bears, are you ready?

Ready!" This year the enthusiastic Pep Club

presidents Ruth Duncan and Molly Martin led

the Harpeth Hall student body in spirit. The

main focus of Pep Club is to increase school

spirit and attendance at games and other

school-sponsored events. The members of

this club made signs and posters, passed out

stickers and pompoms, and paint faces to

motivate students to support their classmates.

As a result of the efforts of the Pep Club,

students crammed the court during volleyball

season, flooded the field during soccer

season, and jammed the gym during

basketball season, helping to make this year's

seasons some of the most successful that we

have ever had.
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Commandos of Copy
This year Logos II, the

newspaper, is under the fearless

leadership of Kristen Campbell the

Editor-in-Chief. Helping her with the

newspaper were: Ashley Nevin, News

Editor; Verity Levitt, Photography

Editor; Helen Gorodetsky, Features

Editor; Carrie Gauchat, Opinions Editor;

Jessica Tucker, Entertainment Editor;

and Courtney Weaver, Sports Editor.

With the help of their sponsor, Ms.

Jacqueline O'Keefe, Logos II was able

to publish one issue per month and

added a new "current events" column.

The hard work and dedication of those

young women made the Harpeth Hall

students more informed about their own

community and the world around them.

Between 1 1th hour corrections

and the ever-present plight of the open

lab computers. Milestones 1997 was a

test of survival, indeed. The staff and

editors labored tirelessly over layouts,

photographs. Baked Lays, and copies.

Beleaguered faculty, packing up each

Friday afternoon, frequently asked,

"When are you going to leave? It's

5:30!" Milestoners, standing a little

straighter, might respond, "Only when

we've created a yearbook we can all be

proud of!" (or more candidly, "As soon

as Lola, the tyrant, releases us.")

However, despite long hours, the onset

of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, and

frequent midnight runs to the airport

post office, Milestoners kept the end

result in mind and worked diligently

and enthusiastically, performing minor

miracles through June.
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Songs of Peace
The sound resounded off the walls as

the reverberations died out; there was a

moment of silence. The audience collected

their wits and then- the applause began and it

didn't stop. For two nights in early December

the combined choruses of Harpeth Hall and

MBA brought down the house in their

Holiday Concert. The pieces they sang were

in a variety of languages including Hebrew.

Latin, and English, each possessing an aura of

its own that entranced the audiences and made

them a part of the experience, too. The

second half of the show was a selection of

Christmas carols, some familiar and some not,

yet each endearing and joyful. Accompanied

by the Harpeth Hall/MBA orchestra, the

Harpeth Hall Middle School chorus, and the

brilliant conducting of Dr. David Cassel. it's

safe to say that people will request a repeat

performance in '97.

Corps of Creativity

From visiting incredible exhibits of the

world, to touring art museums, to even

travelling out of state for a glimpse of the

artistic world. Harpeth Hall's Art Club focuses

its attention solely on art. No, these students

are not all promising Monets; some may not

even be taking art courses. However, they all

share a common interest in art. This new club

is taking a promising stand in the Harpeth Hall

community as many flock to its appealing

activities and field trips. Visits to Cheekwood,

Chicago, and local art shows help broaden

students' appreciation of all types of art work.

Lead by such creative spirits as President

Reagan Baydoun, Vice President Marisa

Wilson, Secretary Kat Ward, and Treasurer

Lana Housholder, students can relax in this

stress-free group with others who share their

love of art and creativity.
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Think Tank
"Penstaff allows us to express

ourselves through our emotions, feelings,

and writings," says junior Tallu Schuyler,

president of Penstaff. This club met on

the second Tuesday of each month at the

Second Story Cafe at Davis-Kidd

Booksellers. They spent their evenings

sharing and discussing poetry, stories,

and songs which they wrote themselves.

Dr. Derah Myers was the sponsor, and

she also enjoyed the time she spent with

the penstaffers. Penstaff provided

students with a good opportunity to

express their creativity in a relaxing

atmosphere.

The glaring sun rays blinded the

group of plaid-skirted girls as they tried to

get through the rolling sand dunes that was

the Harpeth Hall parking lot. Suddenly, the

girls stopped in their tracks as a red

Mustang convertible came to a screeching

halt in front of them. Out of the car,

through the entourage of 80' s tunes and

alternative music, came 9 girls-plus their

very cool driver/sponsor, Ms. Karen Roark,

from behind the wheel. They shouted,

"Submit to Hallmarks," and disappeared

before the Harpeth Hall girls could lift their

saddle-oxfords out of the sand.

Reality check! Hallmarks isn't

exactly like this and Ms. Roark doesn't really

allow them near her car, but the staff does

work hard on putting together the literary

magazine by the end of the semester.

Hallmarks asks everyone to submit not only

their creative poetry and prose, but also

their artwork and photography. Although

you don't get to drive around in a fancy

sportscar, nothing can compare to getting

your own works published and reading

works form the entire student body.

Hallmarks is an oasis of imagination for the

academically weary, and a tall glass of cool

water when creative spirits begin to run dry.
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National Merit

This year's National Merit Scholars were selected

based upon their performance on the 1995 PSAT. Out of the

more than one million students across the country who took

this exam, 35.000 were chosen as commended students and

2,000 became finalists and received scholarship awards.

Harpeth Hall was distinguished by having eight students

recognized for National Merit honors. Commendees were

Allison Brown, Carrie Gilmore, Rachel Glick, Lauren O'Neil,

Susan Rankin, and Kat Ward. Scholars, winning corporate-

sponsered awards, were Lola Blackwell and Kristen Campbell.

Quill and Scroll

38

At this year's awards assembly, Ms.

Karen Roark presented the Quill and Scroll award

to five Seniors. This award is given every year to

Seniors who are editors of school publications

and who are in the top third of their class

academically. The winners this year showed

excellence in organization, writing, leadership,

and editing. Kristen Campbell was honored for

her work as Editor-in-Chief of Logos II, the

school newspaper. Jessica Tucker, Editor of

Hallmarks, the student literary magazine, was

also honored. Three of our very own Milestones

Editors also received this award: Lola Blackwell,

Administrative Editor, Allison Brown, Copy

Editor, and Rachel Glick, Business Editor. A
very special honorary Quill and Scroll award

was given to Whitney Hart, Lay-Out Editor for

Milestones, for her exceptional talent and

dedication.
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Cum Laude

The Cum Laude Society is a national honor society

which recognizes academic achievement at the high school

level. The Harpeth Hall chapter of Cum Laude consists of

top academic students in the eleventh and twelfth grades and

teachers who were part of Phi Beta Kappa in college. Every

spring an induction ceremony honors old and new members

who are presented in white dresses. This year's President

Kat Ward and other society members from the Senior class

welcomed the new inductees. Cum Laude is one of Harpeth

Hall's greatest honors, and we congratulate all those

students who have earned this privilege. New inductees for

1997 are Kate Celauro, Dori Sztipanovits, Karen Sweeny,

Meredith Mallard, Kristina Treanor, Katie Kaminski, and

Tracy Wilkinson from the class of 1998, and Blake Ellis,

Holly Holton, Anne Hancock, Marisa Wilson, Beth

Kautzmen, Lauren O'Neill, and Jessica Tucker from the

class of 1997. New faculty members are Sachiko Morrey,

Christine Carpenter, and Thad Persons.

Mu Alpha Theta

Mu Alpha Theta is an honorary math

society which recognizes students with an A- average

or above in regular math courses in high school and

a B+ average or higher in advanced math courses.

The theme song is to the tune of"Smooth Operator,"

an idea credited to President Lola Blackwell. Her

aide, Holly Holton, was vice-president of this

honorable society. In the spring, there was a breakfast

in the Ward-Belmont Room for the new members
who were inducted into the Society. Congratulations

to all the new members; it is such a prestigious honor

to be in this society

!
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Latin Honor Society

"Mentem Spiritumque Tollamus." Most

Harpeth Hall students can recognize this as our school

motto which means "Let us lift up the mind and the

spirit." However, for the girls who are proud members

of the Latin Honor Society, their knowledge of Latin

goes way beyond our simple motto. The society is a

national honorary society and all Latin students with

an A average or better can become members. All

members are active in the Junior Classical League

and have a unique talent for the language of the

Romans.

French Honor Society

At Harpeth Hall, each girl who takes French
|

has the opportunity to become a part of our French

Honor Society. This group ofoutstanding students are

not only excellent French scholars, they are also well-

accomplished in all other courses. To become eligible

for membership into this society, a girl must have

completed three or more years of French while having

no less than an A- in French and no less than a B in all

other courses. All of these students have a genuine

love ofFrench and a strong desire to learn the language

of love.
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Chess Club

(In disclaimer- Chess Club member/

Milestones staffer Elizabeth McClellan was assigned

this copy not less than 3 times over the past 8 months,

but she did not find the time to give the Milestones

editors even one fact pretaining to this club. This copy

is now being written, not less than 3 weeks after the

end of school, by a very beleagured editor who could

not tell a bishop from a pawn.)

No one can tell whether the Harpeth Hall

Chess Club could beat Deep Blue, but the fact remains

that these dedicated students have a profound interest

in expanding their reasoning and competitive skills

through a game which seems daunting, at best, to

outsiders. Challenging the stigma that girls can't play

chess. Chess clubbers are working to promote their

club within the school and hook more Harpeth Hall

girls on this exciting game.
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I Will Survive
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Pachelbel's Canon
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MS Student Council

The Middle School student council is composed

of homeroom representatives from 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th

grades who meet on Monday afternoons from 3:30 until

4:00. This year they were led by president Sarah Koch,

vice-president Cristen Mills, and secretary Anne Stewart

Banker. The student council undertook many activities

during 1996-1997, planning service projects to collect

books for St. Lukes Community Center, food for animals

at the Humane Society, and items for the YMCA shelter for

battered women. They also organized the decorating of

lockers for Thanksgiving and "snowflakes" during

December, along with a food drive for Second Harvest

Food Bank. They showed enthusiasm and excitement,

leading the Middle School through a fabulous year!
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MS Geography Club

The Middle School Geography Club was

composed of many girls who shared a common interest:

learning about our world. This second-year club provided

an opportunity for these girls to meet and discuss not only

the location of other countries, but the environment as

well. Ms. Margaret Bean was the sponsor of this club and

she did an incredible job of teaching these girls and

enriching their minds. If anyone needs to know anything

about the geography of the world in which we live, these

Middle School girls would surely know the answer!

^w*»*

MSJCL

The Junior Classical League in the Middle School

is composed of every seventh and eighth grader who takes

Latin. There are approximately forty-five students in the very

scholarly group. They spend the year preparing for the Latin

Convention, by working on a hilarious skit presented to the

Middle School on March 10, the Roman History Day and a

day when wearing purple is considered a fashion statement.

Students and teachers travelled to the Convention and

participated in every event. Not a year goes by that they do

not come home with all kinds of ribbons and prizes. In the

meetings they also talked about Rome, Romans, and whether

togas would be a good excuse to have a Toga Party! The

Sponsor, Mrs. Carole Hagan, helps create an atmosphere of

education and fun.
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MS Monkey Doll Club

A group of fifth graders decided to form the

Monkey Doll Club this year after taking an interim class

taught by Mrs. Sally Lee. This club's name definitely

draws people's attention, as do the unique toys that the

members create. Monkey Dolls are sometimes called Sock

Dolls and are simply old socks that are stuffed and sewn

into the likeness of a monkey. The girls have a great time

adding their own special touches, like button eyes, tongues

of felt, bows, and even fingernails. These crafts make great

gifts and all of the members of this club agree that they also

make areat friends.

5,6 Drama Club

This year the 5th and 6th grade playmakers put on their own
version of the play "Cats". Mrs. Rita Kaplan and Mrs.

Lindy Sayers chose to take on the roll of directing this great

group of girls, and everyone met for several weeks during

September and October to put together the play. They wrote

and compiled poems and songs about cats, and then added

costumes and make-up to assemble their own original

production. On October 16, 1996. they performed before a

large crowd and entertained all.
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7th Grade Book Club

This year's Seventh Grade Book Club took

on a challenging list of books to read and discuss. The

girls read almost twenty books over the course of the

year in addition to their regular workload from school

.

Sponsor Mrs. Scottie Girgus was very proud of these

dedicated students and ofwhat they have accomplished.

Some of their favorite reads of this year were Beauty

by Robin McKinney, Alana by Tamara Pierce, So Far

from the Bamboo Grove by Yoko Watkins, and

Watership Down by Richard Adams. Discussion of

the novels was lively and thought-provoking, and all

members agreed that the book club was a great way to

learn about other people, experience different cultures,

escape into imagination, and broaden horizons.

8th Grade Book Club

The Eighth Grade Book Club is comprised of a group

of bright and intelligent students who strive to broaden their

horizons through reading. The purpose of this club is to read,

enjoy, and discuss books regarding topics that are of interest to

the members. Lead by Ms. Lisa Archer, this club meets once a

week in a discussion group during lunch. Some of their favorites

of this year were The Odyssey by Homer, Go Ask Alice by an

anonymous author, and Animal Farm by George Orwell. They

also watched the filmed version of Rebecca after reading the

novel. Many of the girls read on their own and then do a

presentation of the book for the whole club. Through this

activity, Middle School girls are given the opportunity to further

their educations and to make friends in an open and nurturing

forum.
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MS Beautification Club

The Beautification Club was made up of 10-20 fifth and sixth

graders who met once a week. The Beautification Club

undertook many projects that made our campus a more

beautiful place. They made sure that all of the supplies

students needed for clean-up were ready and available, and

they hung up artwork around the school, giving more people

a chance to see Middle School art. The sweet-smelling

potpourri that you used to smell in the bathrooms was also

courtesy of the Beautification Club. The club worked outside

as well, planting flowers and fulfilling various other

landscaping projects. Their creative activities included

decorating signs and bulletin boards, decorating doors, making

photo albums of classes, and cooking.
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MS Newspaper

This year' s Middle School newspaper staffworked

extremely hard and had a very successful year. They

worked diligently and produced four publications which

informed the Harpeth Hall community about Middle School

activities. The paper rotated editors and was entirely

student generated, which is very impressive ! The sponsors

were Ms. Lisa Archer and Ms. Elizabeth Salem, who
supervised all the work that went into producing the

newspaper. The staff is to be commended for a job well-

done !

!

MS Literary Magazine

This year's Middle School Literary Magazine was called

"Wings Soaring High" and was published once on the fall and

once in the spring. There were approximately 20 members

and they were led by Editor-in-Chief Lisa Shipp, Assistant

Editor Jennifer Burn, and Sponsor Mrs. Scottie Girgus. They

were helped by Production Editor Emily Burn, Eighth Grade

Editors Hannah Galbraith, Haley Hawkins, and Sarah Fleming,

and Seventh Grade Editors Kathryn Larson, Emily Clark,

Katie Howard, and Meredith Ramsey. The magazine contained

many different types of works, from artwork to poetry to

prose. For the Spring Edition, there was a Classical theme

which included anything from myths to formal poetry. This

devoted group of Middle School girls worked extremely hard

and produced two incredible magazines full ofMiddle School

creations.
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MS Eccowasin

MS Triad
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MS Angkor

MS Ariston
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No Guts, No Glory

"Reach high, for stars are hidden in your

soul. Dream deep, for every dream preceeds

the goal."

-Pamela Vaull Starr

"If you think you can, you can. And if you
think you can't, you're right."

-Mary Kay Ash

"As the ravenous leopard needs to stealthily

focus on its prey in order to feast, the athlete,

hungry for excellence, must totally concentrate

on the task at hand if success is to be de-

voured." -H. Cheng

"In order to have a win, the team must have a

feeling of unity; every player must put the team
first- ahead of personal glory."

-Paul "Bear" Bryant

The will to win

can not be

beat; you've

gotta want to

win!

"The difference between the

impossible and the possible lies in a

person's determination."

-Tommy Lasorda

"The ability to prepare to win is as

important as the will to win."

-Bobby Knight

"Play is a vital part of life"

-Dinah Shore

"Heart is what separates the good
from the great."

-Michael Jordan
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Foot Soldiers
j mm

"Cross Country is great! We love

it!" seemed to be the general consensus

from the members of the '96-'97 cross

country team. This makes sense - if these

hardworking girls did not love the sport, they

would never dream of sacrificing their

afternoons for grueling workouts and high-

pressure meets. With the help and encour-

agement of the fearless leader, Mrs. Susan
Russ, the Honeybears continued to sprint

towards victory. This year, the cross-

country team won Metro, District, Region,

and finished second in the State Meet.

When asked about cross country, the

seniors on the team quoted the motto on the

their 1996 team shirt: "We may not have it

all together, but together we have it all!"



Setting the Record Straight

This year's soccer team was truly remarkable and had a record-breaking season. The season began in late July at Southern

ect Camp in South Carolina, where time was spent bonding and conditioning in the summer heat. All of this hard work in the

season truly paid off. With the leadership of seniors Carrie Smith, Katie Jackson, Kristen Campbell, Beth Kautzman, and Katie

well, and coaches John Hopple and Hillary Pick, the team made history. After a second place finish in the District Tournament,

rpeth Hall was named Region Champion after defeating arch-rival Father Ryan. Their Sub-State game against Hendersonville was
played at home, and Mrs. Rhys let school out

early so everyone could support the Bears.

Harpeth Hall won this game, which entitled

them to a match in the State Tournament at

Brentwood High. Sadly, the team lost to

Houston, the eventual State Champions, by a

score of 5-1 . However, the season ended

with Harpeth Hall in the Final Four of the

State Tournament and ninth in the State

Soccer Poll. Simply stated, this year's soccer

team set the record straight.
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Bomb Squad

The volleyball team this year,

coached by Mrs. Lori Graves, started out

with high hopes of making the State Tourna-

ment. The team, led by seniors Molly Martin,

Catherine Shull, and Amber Worrell, was full

of talent. Although the spirit of former coach,

Mrs. Pat Moran, was missed, everyone

bonded with Mrs. Lori Graves as she proved

to be a fine coach. The team began practic-

ing in late July and continued all the way
through October. As the season progressed,

they met many challenging teams, including

USN, their biggest rival. All of the games
were extremely exciting and there never

seemed to be a dull moment. Although the

girls did not meet all of their goals, the team

looks forward to next year, when a solid

group of juniors will assume the role of team

captains.
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Stormin' Norman

This past year the golf team

consisted of juniors Anne Nicholas Weiss

and Terri Beuerlein, sophomore Margaret

Horton, and the promising freshman, Molly

Kaplan. The young team leader, Margaret

Horton, was no youngster while playing on

the course. Throughout the season she

kept her composure, and together with

Anne Nicholas, led our Honeybears to an

undefeated season. The two qualified for

state despite the tough regional competi-

tion. On occasion the girls suffered from

chipping and other dilemmas, but played

well when it counted. In the words of the

excellent golf coach, Ms. Nan Reed,

"That'll do!"
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Be all that you can be

The 1996-1997 Basketball team got

off to a slow start, but finished with flying

colors. Led by seniors Beth Sherrard, Katie

Tidwell, and Kristen Campbell, and Coach
Tony Springman, the team was able to put

together a successful season. Highlights of

the year included a road trip to St. Louis, a

win over Coach Springman's alma mater,

Marquette, and a District Tournament win

over rival Brentwood Academy. The team

reached the Region Finals, and lost to the

eventual champion, Page. At the conclusion

of the season, Katie Tidwell and Megan
Youngblood were named to the all-district

tournament team; Megan was also named
an all-district player, and Caroline Coles was
named to the all-Region tournament team.

Harpeth Hall looks to have another incredible

season as many juniors and underclassmen

return for another exciting season of basket-

ball!
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Top Guns
The 1996-1997 Riflery team had

a very successful season. Led by head

coach, Mr. Bob van Cleave, new assis-

tant Mr. Brooks Harris, and senior

Katherine Voss, the team was competi-

tive among all of their rivals, including

David Lipscomb, FRA, Father Ryan, and

MBA. Katherine, a four-year member,

was the only upperclassman on the team

and was joined by seven other promising

teammates, all underclassmen. How-
ever, the class difference was insignifi-

cant to the team and many memories

were formed. Voss remarked, "You have

to be serious and focused when you

shoot, but we still find time to joke

around!" The team practiced once a

week at Vanderbilt, and they had

matches on Saturday. At the end of the

season, all of the players and coaches

went to Rio Bravo for a celebration feast.

It appears that this year the Riflery team

had plenty to celebrate.
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The swim team had a very

successful year under the supervision of

coaches Ms. Polly Linden and Mr. Donnie St.

Charles. Many girls went to Regions and

later qualified for the State Meet. Among
many other accomplishments, the team
received first place in the Excel Meet and
they won third place in Midstates. "The team
became closer throughout the season and
helped us to fulfill our goal to be the best we
can be," said junior swimmer Kate Tarleton.

Swimming had its best season yet and we
congratulate them for their success.
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Full Speed Ahead
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The Harpeth Hall track team had yet another

successful season. Through the infamous coaching

skills of Mrs. Susan Russ and assistant coach Mrs. Jan

Barton the team was able to win all of their dual meets

and compete at the highest level in the state. The senior

leadership of Amy Enders, Ruth Duncan, Anne

Hancock, Molly Martin, Holly Holton, Meghan Tally,

Beth Sherrard, and Jennifer Padgett kept the team unity

strong. The dual meets were all good practice and they

led up to the major meets later on in the season. The

team won the Doug Hall Relays and placed third in the

State Team Relays. If next year's team holds up to

Harpeth Hall's reputation, which it certainly will, many
other schools will be blown away by the talent of our

amazing track team.
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Courage Under Fire

The 1997 tennis season was a strong

one! The Honeybears went undefeated in the

regular season and placed 3rd in Harpeth Hall's

own Chadwell Invitational. The team was lead

by new coach, Ms. Mary Lauren Allen, a previous

Honeybear state champion. It was hard to fill

Ms. Moran's shoes but Ms. Allen fit them quite

nicely prving more than able. The team won

district and region as well as several players

qualifying for state on an individual basis. Despite

some injuries at the top half of the ladder our

Honeybears pulled through and remained on

top!!!
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Coming Home

This year the softball team, coached by

Polly Linden and Donald St. Charles, came out with

a new look. Much improved from the past, the team

placed 4th in the regular season, losing in a

dissapointing game to Page. With the new batting

cage, the teams batting improved and put up a fight

against everyone. Having no seniors on the team,

the juniors assumed the leadership position and

stepped up to teach the team. Losing no one on the

team, the Bears look to be very succesful next year.

Softball



MS Cross Country
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The Middle School cross

c ountry team had a very successful

season this year. Coachedby Mrs.

Anissa Konieczny and Mr. Brandon

Williams, the team ran their way to

victory! They won the HVAC
championship meet in October led

by seventh grader, Mandy Larence,

who finished first. A highlight of the

season was defeating Ensworth, a

team which is always very

competitive. The cross country team

is composed of sixth, seventh, and

eighth graders, and the fifth graders

practiced with the team but didn't

run in meets. The team

looks to be very strong next year

as many fifth, sixth, and seventh

grade girls will run again.



MS Soccer

The 1 996 Middle School soccer team

had a very successful season and finished with

a winning record. The team was coached by

Marti Russ and Mary Britton Thompson, who
are both alums of Harpeth Hall. The team

finished third in the HVAC Tournament, which

was held at Freedom Middle School in freezing

cold weather. The Middle School soccer team

looks to be just as impressive next year, as they

return many players from this year' s successful

squad.
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This year's HVAC Volleyball team

was led by a strong group of eighth graders:

Stephanie Beatty, Rachel Chisolm, Feliz

Genca, Margaret Martin, Micky McKee,

Molly Moore, Elissa Norman, and Alice

Orman. After a zero win season the previous

year this team started off strong and won

four matches. This close-knit team lost

several close games and were truly better

than their record indicated. Best of all this

team epitomized the word "team"; win or

lose they supported each other one hundred

percent.
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MS Basketball

The seventh and eighth grade

basketball team had a very successful season

this year. The team was so competitive that

they were moved to the upper division of the

HVAC, and they beat their three rivals,

Harding Academy, Ensworth, and Brentwood

Academy. They ended the season with a nine

game winning streak. Coached by Ms. Martha

Grace, the Middle School basketball team

improved steadily over the season, and finished

with a good showing in theHVAC tournament.

The Middle School also had four other teams,

a seventh and eighth grade "A" team coached

by Mr. Whit Clark, a seventh and eighth grade

"B" team coached by Mr. Al Whitson and Mr.

Trevor Howell, a fifth and sixth grade team

coached by Ms. Marti Russ, and a fifth and

sixth grade "Y" team coached by our very

own computer genius Mr. Robert Boudreau.
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MS Track
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Once again the middle school track

team ran, jumped, and hurdled its way to the

top. Under the watchful eyes of Ms. Susan

Trzuskowski and Ms. Margaret Bean, these

35 girls placed 3rd in the HVAC finals,

second only to Ensworth and Brentwood

Academy. In addition to that, they placed in

every other meet they competed in. ..quite an

impressive feat! Some particularly

outstanding aspects of this year's team were

the relay teams, hurdlers, high jumpers, and

long jumpers, who all did an excellent job.

Everyone on the team did her best and was

grateful for the winning season. Says eighth

grader Margaret Humbracht, "
I had a great

time, and it was really a fun experience for

me!"
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MS Tennis

The sun beats down on the backs of

four girls during an intense match ofdoubles

between the next Monica Seles and Steffi

Graff. Maybe not really, but the girls on the

middle school tennis team still have a great

time playing. This spring, with the incredible

coaching of Mrs. Nan Reed and Ms. Patty

Chadwell, the middle school team won all of

its matches. They all worked extremely hard

during their undefeated season. Coach Nan

Reed said, "This team has had an outstanding

season." Congratulations to these excellent

young athletes.
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MS Softball

A cloud of red clay rises as the

runner slides into home a split second before

the ball hits the catcher' s glove. "She' s safe
!"

and that's the game, marking yet another

victory for HH's middle school Softball team.

Coached by Mrs. Marie Burr with assistance

from Ms. Martha Grace, the faithful team

played and practised every afternoon from

3:30- 5:00 forthe duration of the spring season.

As one proud team member stated, " We work

very hard, are vastly improving, and having

fun while doing it!"
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US/MS Cheerleaders

"Bears, Bears, are you ready? READY!" The Harpeth Hall Basketball Cheerleaders opened the season with a rough start, but soon led

the crowd in support for the team. The cheerleading squad was headed by captains Dwyla Beard and Kristen Ennis. These captains did everything

from teaching cheers to choreographing dances. Although the crowd size varied from game to game, the cheerleaders gave it their all! Through

all the hard times and the good, the squad never lost its spirit or its goal to help the basketball team. The HH Cheerleaders achieved their goals

with grace and spirit, and they deserve our respect!

The middle school cheerleaders had a wonderful season this year cheering for the middle school basketball and volleyball teams. Sponsored

ind coached by Ms.Molly Simmons, these girls made up their own cheers which they presented with pride and energy at the home games against schools

such as Brentwood Academy, Franklin Road Academy, and Freedom Middle School. Eighth grader Sara Koch described the BA game as being one

rf the most fun games because of the competition from the BA cheerleaders and the support from the HH middle school students. She also said, "It was

lice working with the sixth and seventh graders, and getting to know them!"*
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In the Field

"Keep busy; idleness is the strength of bad

habits."

-Fredrick W. Evans

"Never leave well enough alone."

-Raymond Loewy

"Crisis doesn't develop character; crisis reveals

character."

-Unknown

"I've opted for fun in this lifetime."

-Jerry Garcia

"Do not let what you can not do

interfere with what you can do."

-John Wooden

"I ain't never done hurt so bad"

-Blake Ellis

'Well done is better than well said."

-Benjamin Franklin

"If you really know what you want out

of life, it's amazing how opportunities

will come to enable you to carry them

out."

-John M. Goddard

"So many events. ..so few quotes for

division pages..."

-disgruntledcopy editors

"Ed rather laugh with the sinners

than. ..oh, never mind.
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The Briefing

On August 18, many Harpeth Hall girls piled into two buses and

headed to Lakeshore Assembly in lovely Eva. Tennessee, for the Leadership

Conference. It was a noisy ride up as girls spoke about their summer, and

copies of All Quiet On The Western Front and The Scarlet Letter were thrown

around the bus. When they arrived at the Conference, the girls got busy ! They

built towers out of only a few materials, which symbolized the Harpeth Hall

spirit, and took a personality test. One of the highlights this year, besides the

delicious rolls at lunch, was when individual groups got together and presented

something that they thought needed improvement at school. As a result.

Students in the Spotlight was created, and many good ideas were discussed.

By the end of the conference, the theme "Mission Impossible" was proven

possible as this years' leaders jumped into the new year.
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Entertaining the Troops

The Concert on the Lawn is always a popular feature of the

Harpeth Hall fall semester. What could be better than a chance to

come to school on the weekend, eat free SATCO, and spend an

afternoon hanging out with your friends and listening to local bands?

This year's Concert featured two bands, the Suburbans and the

Groundlings, and was well attended, both by students, faculty, and

visitors from other high schools who wanted to hear their friends

play. The music and food were great, and we're all looking forward

to whatever next year's Student Council has in store for Concert on

the Lawn.
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Boot Camp
The first few weeks of Freshman year is one of the most confusing

times of anyone's high school career. After all, at least half of the members

of your class are unknown to you, as are the location of your actual classes and

the words to the class and school songs. The thing that pulls that class together

every year and helps them to survive is the Freshmen Retreat. This year, in late

September, all the freshmen made the trek to White Bluff, Tennessee for a

weekend of bonding. This year's frosh were surprised by a visit from several

juniors, who taught them their freshman class song and the Alma Mater,

helped them learn one anothers' names, and assisted them with the time-

honored traditon of the shaving cream and cheese ball game. The rest of the

day, the freshmen wrote skits, watched movies, and learned to line dance.

After a sleepless night, they performed their skits and did a Ropes course

designed to teach cooperation. This weekend of fun helps the freshman class

to grow closer and is a highlight of their first semester each year.
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Dress Whites

On September 5, 1996, 73 seniors dressed in white paraded into the

Auditorium for Senior Recognition Day. The ceremony consisted of four

speeches by Mrs. Leah Rhys, Class President Courtney Weaver, Cum Laude

President Kat Ward, and Student Council President Julia Brown. Each sang the

praises of the seniors, and decided that the year would be a great one in the hands

of such capable girls. At the end, the seniors paraded back out of the Auditorium

sporting their new camoflauge hats, and later changed into complete camo for the

rest of the day. It was a great chance for the underclassmen to get to know the

seniors, and all the seniors loved showing off their new colors.
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Under Cover

The Halloween Dance was a great success this year due to the dedication

and hard work of the Student Council. On November 2, everyone entered

the Harpeth Hall gym, which was decorated with everything from

pumpkins to cauldons to skeletons. Black Widow provided the

entertainment and everyone danced the night away. The Student Council

gave awards for the Best Group, Saved by the Bell, the best couple. Sandy

and Danny from Grease, the best guy, the Flasher, and the best girls, the

Playboy Bunnies. This was truly a night to remember, and everyone is

looking forward to yet another exciting Halloween Dance next year.
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Peace-Keeping
Missions

On Friday, October 25, over 200 Harpeth Hall freshman, sophomores,

juniors, seniors and faculty left their plaid skirts behind and went into the

Nashville community. Within each group the teachers and students spent five

hours working in their agencies such as Owl's Hill Nature Center, the Hospital

Hospitality House, Second Harvest Food Bank, and Harris-Hillman school, to

name a few. The Student Council, and particularly President Julia Brown, were

the instrumental organizers of the day and strove diligently to place each advisor

group at a site that would be both enjoyable for the students and beneficial to the

community. "The Student Council girls worked really hard to place us were we

wanted to go," remarked Mrs. Dora Biegl, proving that their effort has not gone

unnoticed.

As well as providing an opportunity for students to leave class for a day.

Community Service Day allows them to make a meaningful contribution to their

community. Whether raking leaves, chatting with patients in a retirement home,

or reading to disabled children, the work done on Community Service Day is

invaluable. Mrs. Dora Biegl happily comments again, "All these places are

equally important and we can do great work wherever we go." In fact, the work

that each Harpeth Hall girl does as a volunteer saves the recipient an estimated

$ 1 2.50 per hour. Laura Marie Reed, who went to Second Harvest, said that they

sorted thousands of canned foods into 475 boxes feeding 1 ,900 people for 3 days.

Obviously our help is immeasurable. At the end of the assembly on Friday it

seemed that every student and teacher had a smile on their faces and felt good

about spending a day concentrating on giving to other people.
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Mother Courage

This fall Mr. Thad Persons chose to direct Brecht's "Mother

Courage and Her Children" as his last play at Harpeth Hall. The

Playmakers proceeded to bring to life this sophisticated tale. The play was

set in Europe during the Thirty Years War and follows the life of Mother

Courage, whose family is destroyed due to her selfish desires. Set in

France, the play was led into performance by Susan Rankin as Mother

Courage, Lauren O'Neill as the Cook, and Eric Pasto-Crosby as the

Chaplain. Not only were the audiences amazed by the wonderful cast, but

they were also astounded by the complex rotating set. In the end, this was

a vivid portrayal of "Mother Courage" which will remain in the minds of

our students for quite awhile.
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Joseph

Anticipation filled the overly crowded Davis Auditorium, as

the audience anxiously awaited Harpeth Hall's production of Joseph

and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat. Suddenly, a sea of tye-dyed

costumes filled the stage and "Joseph" came alive. With Mrs. Janet Fox

Klocko directing, Megan Curb and Erin Hirsch stage managing, and

Melissa Batchelor, Natalina Nanni, and Holly Meadows narrating, the

show was bound for success. "Joseph" only lasted an hour and a half

and contained twenty songs, a belly-dancing seductress, and Elvis.

This highly renowned Bible story, Genesis 37-47, was anything but

ancient. Costumes included seventies garb and everything from "go-

go" boots to neon yellow bell bottoms and tight red sequined dresses.

The entire cast sported tye-dyed T-shirts with matching keds in all

different colors ranging from subtle mauve to an electric lime green.

Though to some it seemed risky to entrust a famous Broadway Musical

to the hands of fifty-three high school students, the fears were erased as

the curtains closed on November twenty-fourth, signaling the completion

of yet another Harpeth Hall playmaker success. A' 4̂ "~ Ml \| wk
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Choose or Lose

The Presidential Election of 1996 was a major event for the

country and for Harpeth Hall. Logos II and the Youth in Government

Club both took active roles in informing and involving students in this

important decision. Logos II ran a series ofopinions on the candidates and

Y.I.G. held a mock election and debate. Three students represented the

Democratic party platform, three the Republican, and three others

moderated the debate. The issues discussed were abortion, affirmative

action, and education. Posters and newspaper articles decked the halls as

the election approached. In the mock election, Republican candidate Bob

Dole won the most votes, although in most grade levels it was a close race.

Bill Clinton only won the Sophomore class and the faculty at H.H., but he

did much better nationally and was reelected to a second term. Best of

luck in Election 2000 to the Echerd/ Wert ticket, which received only one

vote this year.
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Renaissance Banquet

Each year in early December the Renaissance Banquet is put

on by Dr. Myers' senior classes to commemorate their studies of

Shakespeare in the 17th century. This year, with every student's help,

the gallery was decorated beautifully with greenery, candlelight, and

tables of glorious food, which captured the ambiance of the period.

Following the grand feast, the seniors and Dr. Myers, dressed from head

to toe in 17th century gowns, danced the evening away, led by the

professional Renaissance dancers. Unfortunately, after the fun and

dancing, it was time to clean up and return to the reality of the twentieth

century.
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Winter Choral Concerts

The sound resounded off the walls as the reverberations died out;

there was a moment of silence. The audience collected their wits and then-

the applause began and it didn't stop. For two nights in early December the

combined choruses of Harpeth Hall and MBA brought down the house in

their Holiday Concert. The pieces they sang were in a variety of languages

including Hebrew, Latin, and English, each possessing an aura of its own
that entranced the audiences and made them a part of the experience, too.

The second half of the show was a selection of Christmas carols, some

familiar and some not, yet each endearing and joyful. Accompanied by the

Harpeth Hall/MBA orchestra, the Harpeth Hall Middle School chorus, and

the brilliant conducting of Dr. David Cassel, it's safe to say that people will

request a repeat performance in '97.
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Winter Formal

(The Black Death)
Whoa! What is that huge mass of black on the dance floor in the

Gallery? What else could it be but girls and guys dancing up a storm at

Winter Formal '96? Weeks of agonizing over dates and dresses culminated

in a fantastic night ofglamour and celebration of winter break. The band was

magnificent and everyone boogied down to the groovy sounds of the good

oF tunes we all love. Seniors danced into the wee hours of the evening ( 1

1

p.m.), not wanting to miss one minute of their last Formal at the Hall.
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Tour oi
Off-Campus Winterim this year was

quite an experience for everyone who partici-

pated. A group of girls headed for the Washington

and the Capital to work for various senators and

congressmen. Highlights of the trip included a

visit to the White House and unexpectedly meet-

ing Dave Matthews. The trip was a great experi-

ence for everyone who went. Another group of

girlsflewforten hours to finally arrive in Athens for

a three week excursion in Greece and Egypt. The
girls learned a lot about art and culture, and visited

such sights as the Parthenon, the Pyramids, and

the Sphinx. These two trips, however, were not

the only opportunities for our Seniors and Juniors.

Many girls ventured into both the Nashville area

and other cities around the country to participate

in work/study programs. These included many
experiences, such as interning with doctors and

lawyers, among others. Independent studies in

piano, voice, and writing were other exciting pos-

sibilities for the junior and senior girls. Due to the

hard-work of Mrs. Emily Fuller, Off-Campus

Winterim was very successful!
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Home on Leave

While juniors and seniors spent the first three weeks of

January discovering and exploring new experiences off campus, the

sophomores and the freshmen experienced everything but the same old

routine on campus. On-Campus Winterim, directed and coordinated by

Mrs. Emily Fuller, gave freshmen and sophomores the chance to take

a variety of enrichment classes. Almost everything imaginable was

offered, from quilting with Mrs. Jennifer Cox to cardiovascular

physiology with Dr. Stacy Klein. Each girl chose three classes and the

Winterim Student Council put together some fun assemblies for the

daily assembly time. On-Campus Winterim gave everyone a chance to

ease back into the school routine after Winter Break. We all owe a big

thank-you to Mrs. Fuller for putting on yet another unforgettable On-

Campus Winterim.
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Spring is in the Air!

Despite anxiety over college choices, struggles over term papers, and

general second semester stress over subjects as varied as prom dates and

publications, springtime always livens the Harpeth Hall spirit. There's

nothing like the first warm day of March, when Souby Lawn fills with fully

clothed sunbathers, to remind us of what a vital and active community this

is. Some springtime activities:

Singled Out Mock Trial
On February 1 5, the Student Council

hosted Harpeth Hall' s own version of"Singled

Out," the popular MTV dating game-show.

Julia Brown and Brittany Foster acted as hosts

Jenny McCarthy and Carmen Electra, which

provided for lots of laughs! Four contestants

were chosen: a freshman and a junior MBA
guy, sophomore Susan Wesley, and senior

Rebecca Todd. There was tons of music,

plenty of laughs, and everyone deemed the

show a success. The winning couples were

treated to desert at ever-popular Dalts, and

hopes for an annual Singled Out were

expressed. A special thanks goes out to the

Student Council for bringing the game show to

Harpeth Hall, and we wonder what next year

will bring- "The Real World?"

Youth Legislature
The Youth Legislature conference,

sponsered by the YMCA, offers students from

throughout Tennessee the opportunity to

converge on the state capitol for four days of

law-making, debate, disco dancing and

intrigue. This year, Harpeth Hall sent 35 girls

as members of the House of Representatives,

the Senate (the far superior body), the press, as

lobbyists, and as members of the Governor's

cabinet. Students research and write bills

weeks before the conference, and present those

bills to a series of committees, and eventually

the Senate or House.

This year, Harpeth Hall delegates

Megan Curb and Natalina Nanni had the

distinction of sponsering the first bill signed

into law by the Youth Governor. Mona Sharifi

was also elected to serve as next year's Clerk

of the Senate on the slogan "Show me the

Mona!" and HH girls lived up to their

reputation for articulate argument.

The Main Event
As always, this year's Main Event was a

triumph in fundraising. Based on the theme "New
York, New York," the dinner and auction offered

parents and friends of the school the chance to

improve the educational opportunities at Harpeth

Hall while purchasing such prizes as weekend

getaways, formal dinners, and the ever-popular

designated parking places. Once again, the

parents' event was held in conjunction with a

student auction, and a big thanks goes out to all

the parents who donated time and prizes to this

worthy cause.

Dietrich Bonhoffer
The Beyond Hate club has come to be

expected to produce stimulating, fascinating

assemblies, and this year's sponsership of the

production based on the life of Dietrich Bonhoffer

strengthened that reputation. The story of

Bonhoffer was told through a one man production

which explored elements of this complex man's

ideologic

BonhofferwasaChristianministerjailed

and executed in a Nazi concentration camp for his

principles of compassion, and his story resonated

with the audience. For many, this assembly

represented new viewoints from a complicated

era, and it provoked much discussion. Bonhoffer'

s

story is applicable to every age, as his is truly a

call to move beyond hate.

The 1997 Mock Trial team proved

beyond a shadow of a doubt that Harpeth Hall

lawyers are a force to be reckoned with. Intense

preparation payed off when the team, led by

seniors Kat Ward, Helen Gordetsky, Margaret

McRedmond and Rachel Allen, wiped the

regional floor with teams from throughout

Nashville in February. Winning the regional

competition and beating rival MBA yet again

earned the HH girls a ticket to the State

competition, where an unfortunate loss in the

semi-final round left them fifth, still an

incredible finish.

Senior Mother/

Daughter Luncheon
This much anticipated annual event

pulled off without a hitch in 1997, when May
15 proved to be one of the most lovely days of

the spring. Following the conclusion ofAwards

Day, Senior mothers and daughters could be

seen trooping towards the Leigh Horton

Garden, where tables ofdelcious food awaited.

This luncheon is one of the few mother/

daughter events at Harpeth Hall (our mothers

don't get annual rides down the scenic

Cumberland river) and it is a wonderful way to

complete the school year.

Spring Choral Concert
What is spring without music? As is

the Harpeth Hall tradition, the chorus wowed
us once again with beautiful and stirring pieces

in their second concert of the year. They

appeal to a broad audience with their

presentation of classics with contemporary

flair. Under the leadership ofDr. David Cassel,

the chorus gave spring sufficient herald for us

all.
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Rumors

Did you hear? The playmakers' fall drama "Rumors" was

a smash success! This farce by Neil Simon brought plenty of

laughter to the Davis Auditorium from March 6 through March 8,

and the cast had fun for a month prior to that as they prepared.

Countless hours went into designing and building the elaborate set

and collecting props. Actresses Susan Rankin, Lauren O'Neill,

Holly Meadows, and Kate Rose portrayed frazzled party guests

who become entangled in lies when they are busted by police

officers Julia Brown and Laura Cade. Stage managers Megan Curb,

Katie Manier, and Bethany Switter helped to pull the play together

under director Janette Fox Klocko. The standing ovation on

opening night proved that "Rumors" was anything but idle chitchat.
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Missing in Action
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Father/Daughter Dance

This year the annual Father Daughter Dance was enjoyed

by upper school girls and their fathers. Every year this dance

takes place on the General Jackson show boat. There is dinner

and dancing along with a scenic ride on the Cumberland River.

Throughout the evening, the girls danced with their fathers to

the tunes of Sound Therapy and socialized with their friends.

As part of the evening's entertainment, four of the senior's

fathers dressed up as The Blues Brothers and Lindsey Scruggs,

a sophomore, sang two songs. Once again, the Father Daughter

Dance proved to be a great success.
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Prom 1 997

This year the Juniors put on an incredible prom for the

Seniors. The theme was "Shipwrecked on Treasure Island"

and they decorated the gallery and the gym with anything

from palm trees to desert islands to pirate ships to treasure

chests. The whole atmosphere was amazing, with lights

everywhere and even a pirate (Mr. Persons)!! Junior class

President Marissa Moses said, "All the juniors really pulled

together and put on an outstanding prom!" The band was a

group of female singers who played some great music and

everyone danced until it was time to leave. This was a very

special night for the Seniors and everything from the Senior

Dinner at Belle Meade to Presentation was truly

unforgettable!
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The Dance Concert

This year commemorates the 20th anniversary of dance at Harpeth

Hall. Led by the tremendous directorship of Ms. Hamilton and Ms. Matthews,

the Dance Concert was a complete and utter success. At each performance the

auditorium was packed and at the end there wasn't a sole sitting. Some audience

favorite were the Ballet I piece with its mixture of grace and laughter .and the

Jazz II piece which will always be known for its popular tuxedoes. But the

concert wouldn't have been a complete success without the leadership of the

seniors. The senior dancers are Jessica Tucker, Carolyn Smith, Rachel Lee,

Reagan Baydoun, Rachel Glick, Sarah Ledford, Beverly Hodgson, Came
Gilmore. Whitney Hart, Lauren Tweel, Britany Foster, Julia Brown, and

Ashley Nevin. These dancers will surely be missed.but the Harpeth Hall

Community looks forward to its 21st dance concert.
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Cutting the Ribbon
The upper school art show was a great success this

year. Each photography and art student had pieces of her

work represented in the show. The people who attended the

art show opening enjoyed live music and great food. The

show remained open for two weeks after opening night.

Highlights included the large displays of the work by AP
Art IV students who followed one concentration through

the year, the award winning Tarot card prints by the Art III

class, and innovative photography, including hand colorings

and CD cover designs. Parents, friends, family and the

students themselves all came to see the great show. "It was

an impressive representation of artistic ability at Harpeth

Hall," saidjunior, Clark Rose, who had her own photography

displayed. Overall the artistic abilities and styles

demonstrated by the students surpassed that of many

professional artists.

L A 'I
Students in Training

For the second year in a row, Harpeth Hall has given

students the opportunity to direct their own one-acts.

Following a two-week directing seminar, taught by Mr. Thad

Persons, Megan Curb, Elizabeth McClellan, Lindsey Scruggs,

and Cynthia Gray began the whirlwind task of producing a

show. These girls held auditions and rehearsals, and they

spent many hours struggling with artistic decisions. As a

result, the one-acts were a great success, although the

productions were bittersweet. HH theatre had to say goodbye

to Mr. Persons, one of the most talented directors it has ever

had. He leaves to return to Atlanta, and he will surely be

missed.
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21 Gun Salute

On April 17. 1997 the Harpeth Hall student body crowded into th

auditorium to honor their faculty and to award the Owen Chair for Teaching

The presentation of this prestigious award for excellence in teaching was th

culmination of Faculty Appreciation Week. During the week, the faculty an

administration received notes and little gifts from the Student Council o

behalf of the student body. Mrs. Leah Rhys opened this assembly with

speech while the students and faculty waited in anticipation. When the nam
"Dr. Derah Myers" was announced as the winner of the Owen Chair, th

auditorium erupted with applause. Dr. Myers was extremely shocked as sh

made her way up the stairs, and teared-up as she sat in her chair for the fin

time. It was an emotional moment not only for Dr. Myers, but for the student

she taught. At the reception following the assembly, there was a long line c

students and collegues waiting to give her a hug and to thank this amazin

woman for touching their lives.
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Medals of Courage

Each year on the evening before Award's Day, Harpeth Hall

athletes, coaches, and parents gather to celebrate our sports teams.

This year, in order to accomodate everyone, the banquet was held in

Davis Auditorium rather than the normal location in the gallery. The

banquet was a great success as all of the coaches reflected on their

seasons and handed out several awards to deserving individuals. This

year there were two Outstanding Senior Athletes: Ruth Duncan

(cross-country and track) and Katie Tidwell (soccer and basketball).

To conclude the program the senior athletes gave speeches about

Harpeth Hall athletics and their individual memories. Tears were

shed, laughs were abundant, and everyone concluded that Harpeth

Hall had an outstanding year on the athletic fields and courts.
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Middle School in the Field

"No one can possibly know what is

about to happen: it is happening, each

time, for the first time, for the only __^l

time."

James Baldwin

J

"Like a kick in the butt, the force of

events wakes slumberous talents."

-Edward Hoagland

"The greatest events occi

without intention playing any pa

in them; chance makes goc

mistakes and undoes the mo
carefully planned undertakin

The world's greatest events a

not produced, they happen."

-G.C. Lichtenberg

"One of the extraordinary thinj

about human events is that tl

unthinkable becomes thinkable

-Salman Rushd
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Nature Walk

This year the fifth and sixth graders and their teachers

headed to Camp Sycamore for an overnight. In spite of the

horrible weather, these students were able to have a great time

anyway. Not only did they do the high ropes courses and

rappelling, they were also able to ride horses before the rain set

in. Highlights of the trip were Ms. Martha Grace and Ms. Susan

Trzuskowski rappelling from the ceiling of the camp barn ! All

of the girls had a marvelous time and particularly enjoyed

getting to know their fellow students.
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7th Grade Trip

In late September, the seventh grade class and their teachers

headed to Lakeshore Assembly for two days of bonding activities.

The purpose of the trip was for the students to have a chance to get to

know both their teachers and each other. At the retreat, they did

typical camp activities, such as the famous ropes course, canoeing,

and kayaking on the beautiful Lake Eva. The experience was

characterized by the eagerness and positive attitudes of this particular

group of seventh graders, who returned with new friendships and a

great attitude for the rest of the year.
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First Ladies

On the Monday before Thanksgiving, the Harpeth Hall Middle

School took part in one of its most cherished traditions. The Grandmothers and

Special Friends' Tea. This was not only a chance for the girls to spend time with

their grandmothers, but also a chance for them to show off their hard work. The

fifth and sixth graders sang seasonal tunes and the whole Middle School sang

a song composed by Ms. Lynn Rothrock. A wonderful atmosphere was created

by the eighth graders' Seven Wonders Project, in which they displayed projects

on The Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. The room mothers prepared a

delicious assortment of pastries. The grandmothers and special friends got a

chance to meet with the students' teachers. Once again The Grandmother's Tea

was an unqualified success.
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Schoolhouse Rock

I
ROCK!

I

The Middle School play this fall was an energetic, informative

musical called "Schoolhouse Rock". The play was directed by Ms.

Lynne Rothrock. and choreographed by Ms. Stephanie Hamilton. The

creative costumes were designed and worked on by Ms. Cati Vietorisz.

Under the leadership of Ms. Christine Carpenter, students and parents

helped to construct the set. The play was a series of songs and stories

about ways to learn math, grammar, history, and science. Thirty-four

seventh and eighth graders participated in the play; they rehearsed for

three weeks and gave two full house performances.
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Surviving the Windy

On March 31 through April 2, the eighth grade

went to Chicago for their annual class trip. They visited the

Chicago Institute of Art, the Shedd Aquarium, the Sears

Tower, the Field Musuem of Natural History, the Musuem
of Science and Industry, and the Lincoln Zoo. Other fun

activities inlcuded a fabulous play and a drive through the

University of Chicago. All of the eighth graders concluded

that this was their best trip ever, and they especially enjoyed

the chance to bond with fellow students.
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George Washington Celebration

This year, the George Washington Celebration was dedicated to Ms. Leslie

Matthews, who was the director of the sailors. Nina Tobin, mother of Ariel in the seventh

grade, reworked almost all the costumes giving an exciting variation to this years presentation.

Ciana Pullen, a seventh grader, played a beautiful rendition of"Yankee Doodle" on the violin.

The celebration was a true family affair this year, being directed by the fabulous Merrie Clark,

while her daughter Emily was the deserved Captain of the Guards. Lynne Rothrock worked

with the students teaching them the music, along with the seventh grade teachers who helped

with a month of rehearsals. Hannah Galbraith was Martha, carrying on the tradition as her

sister, Lacey, was also Martha during her years at Harpeth Hall. Dacia Beard, whose sister

was a sailor during her years at the Hall, was George Washington.



Merit Badges

Each year the Middle School athletes gather with their coaches and

parents to celebrate the Middle School Sports Dessert. It is always

an extremely lovely occasion when all of the girls dress up and

watch their fellow athletes receive awards. The following awards

were given this year:

Cross Country: MVP= Amanda Lawrence

Volleyball: MVP= Margaret Martin

Soccer: MVP= Kathleen Serck

Basketball: Coaches Award= Rachel Chisolm

MVP= Margaret Martin

Tennis: MVP= Rachel Chisolm

Track: MVP= Megan Newman Miller

Softball: MVP= Molly Moore
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Seven Gun Salute

of

0^

"If one advances confidently in the

direction of his dreams and

endeavors to live the life which he

has imagined, he will meet with a

success unimagined in common
hours."

-Henry David Thoreau

"I always knew that when I looked

back on the times I cried, I'd laugh, but

I never knew that when I looked back

on the times I laughed, Fd cry."

"You never truly leave a place you

love. You take part of it with you,

leaving part of yourself behind."

"Old friends cannot be created

out of hand. Nothing can match

the treasures of common
memories, the trials endured

together, of quarrels and

reconciliations and generous

emotions..."

-Antoine de Saint-Exupery

"Goodbye may seem forever,

Farewell may seem the end.

But in my heart lives a memory.

And there you'll always be my
friend." -Fox and the Hound

"Don't be dismayed at goodbyes

A farewell is necessary before

you can meet again, and meeting

again, after moments or lifetime

is certain for those who are

friends. -Richard Bach

"Some people come into our liv<

and quickly go,

Some stay for a while, leave

Footprints on our hearts -

And we are never, ever the sam(

-Flavia
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Promotion
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On May 26, 1997 at 9:00 in the morning, the members of the eighth

grade class at the Daugh W. Smith Middle School at Harpeth Hall graduated

to the Upper School. In the Davis Auditorium, the entire Middle School

assembled to honor the graduates. After the invocation by Audrey Hampton

Ball, the seventh graders sang their song, "Star", to the eighth graders. Then

Hannah Galbraith, the elected eighth grade speaker, made her remarks. Mrs.

Lindy Sayers presented awards to eighth graders for each academic subject.

Then, each girl walked across the stage in her white dress to receive her diploma

from Mrs. Leah Rhys. In closing, everyone sang the Alma Mater and the fifth

and sixth grade chorus sans A Choral Benediction.
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On Friday May 16th. the Upper School

convened on Souby Lawn for the annual Awards

Day. The weather was beautiful and all of the

girls sat on blankets to watch their fellow students

receive awards. The song competition was won
by the Angkors who sang "You've Got a Friend

in Me" from Toy Story. Many awards were

given as outstanding students were honored for

their achievements in academics, arts, and

community service. A new award was given this

year, the Susan McKeand Baughman Award,

which is named in honor of our departing Head

of the Upper School . It was a memorable time for

the seniors as they wore their uniforms for the

last time and began to set their sights on college.

As always, the highlight of the program was the

announcement of the Lady of the Hall and her

court. This is always a special day in that it

signifies the end of classes for everyone, the last

day of school for seniors, and the beginning of

summer for the entire school. This years Awards

Day was certainly no different!

Glory
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Julia Brown

Reagan Baydoun

Kat Ward

Reagan Baydoun

Anne Hancock

Lady of the Hall

Senior Representative

Idanelle McMurray Award
Susan McKeand Baughman Award
Head's Award
Director's Award Lola Blackwell, Marisa Wilson

Patsy White Bradshaw Citizenship Britany Foster

Meghan Tally

D.A.R. Award Heather Small

Elizabeth Pope Evans Award Reagan Baydoun,

Lola Blackwell, Kristen Campbell

Ashley Nevin, and Kat Ward

English Award Kristen Campbell

Susan S. Souby English Award Britany Foster

Lucie Fountain French Award Katie Jackson

Espiritu Espanol Award Megan Curb

Eta Sigma Phi Latin Award Kristen Campbell

Pickens Science Award Lola Blackwell, Beth Kautzman

Math Award
American History Award
Martha Gregory Reading Award

Cum Laude Award
Poet Laureate Award
Outstanding Vocalist Award
Marnie Sheridan Art Award
Cindy Crist Art Purchase Award
Kirkman House Art Award
Rhode Island School of Design Award
Honor Dancer Award
Spirit of Dance Award
Thespian Drama Award

Kristen Campbell

Kristen Campbell

Becky McKay
Susan Rankin

Amber Worrell

Lauren O'Neill

Rachel Lee

Ann Ripley

Kat Ward
Reagan Baydoun

Kat Ward
Rachel Glick

Britany Foster

Melissa Batchelor

Holly Meadows

Whitney Hart

Margaret McRedmond
Megan Curb

Catherine Workman
Molly Martin

Kat Ward
Helen Gorodetsky

Fine Arts Award
Community Service Award
Optimist Award
Senior Speaker

Senior Spirit Award
Mock Trial Advocate Award
Law Club Award
Hallmarks Awards Britany Foster,Lauren O'Neill

Outstanding Senior Athlete Katie Tidwell, Ruth Duncan

Special Service Award Megan Curb, Verity Levitt

Yale Book Award Kate Celauro

Harvard Book Award Kristina Treanor

Penn Book Award Mona Sharifi

Wellesley Book Award Karen Sweeney

Jefferson Book Award Ally Harper

Sewanee Book aAward Katie Kaminski

Smith Book Award Dori Sztipanvits

Randolph Macon Award Lindsay Voigt

.K-'v :' :
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Passing of the Torch

On May 25th, the day before graduation, the Juniors and Seniors

wore white dresses and gathered on Souby Lawn with their families and

friends. Step-Singing is an important part of Harpeth Hall's Southern

tradition and it is when the Lady of the Hall is honored and the Seniors

transfer the leadership of the school to the Juniors. The Seniors sang "I

Wanna Go Back," a lively song from the eighties which fit the occasion

nicely. Before the Junior song, "Now and Forever." they took an oath which

states that they will make Harpeth Hall a better place. Then, Julia Brown,

Lady of the Hall, gave inspiring remarks which were followed by a speech

by the guest speaker, Alice Randall. Both Julia's and Ms. Randall's speeches

gave advice to the Seniors as they thought about leaving the safety of Harpeth

Hall. The Class of 1997 will truly be missed and this event was a time to show

appreciation for them, and to celebrate the upcoming Senior class.

I I
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Earning your Stripes

The best gift received by any member of the Harpeth Hall Class of 1997

was that the rain held offjust long enough for the Commencement Ceremony to be

held out of doors. On May 26 at 6:00 in the evening, the graduates in long white

dresses completed their final duty as Seniors and as students at Harpeth Hall. Rev.

Susan Sowell Padget gave a lovely invocation and the beautiful music from the

Chorus echoed across Souby Lawn. Catherine Workman, the elected Senior

Speaker, presented a comic and touching look back at her experiences as a Harpeth

Hall student. She thanked the faculty and her classmates for helping her through

her six years here, and reminded the graduates of all that Harpeth Hall has given

them, as well. After the presentation of the diplomas by Mrs. Baughman, Mrs.

Rhys, and Mr. Robert C. Hilton, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Mrs.

Baughman was presented the DeeDee Bullard Wallace Award for her contributions

to the school. The Seniors sang their class song "I Wanna Go Back" one last time

before the entire gathering joined in singing the Alma Mater. After the ceremony,

many girls shouted with joy, a few blinked away tears, and all tried to keep their

white dresses out of the mud. This beautiful tradition was the perfect way for the

Class of 1997 to close the door on their lives as Harpeth Hall students. They now

look forward to a future full of success because Harpeth hall has prepared them

well.
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This year the Katie Wray Award was presented to Kristen Lee Campbell. Each year this distinguished honor is given to the Senior with the hig

grade point average during her four years of high school. Kristen Campbell has taken on a rigorous couse load with many AP and advanced classe

addition to playing on the varsity soccer and basketball teams. She held leadership positions as president of the Junior Classical League's Harpeth

chapter and as Editor-in-CheifofLogos II. Next year she will attend the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill where she won the coveted Moorel

Scholarship.

Second Honors: Kathryn Butler Ward

Third Honors: Virginia Reagan Baydoun
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Semper Fidelis

The Lady of the Hall is a distinguished honor that is given each year to the Senior who embodies the qualities that Harpeth Hall holds in the

highest regard. The entire student body elects the Lady of the Hall and each grade elects an attendant. Julia Claire Brown was chosen to receive the

honor this year. As President of the Student Council, a member of the Key Club, and an excellent student, Julia is known for her creativity, humor, and

friendliness. Senior attendant was Reagan Baydoun, Junior was Marie Stringer, Sophomore was Lindsay Voigt, Freshman was Amy Campbell, Eighth

grade was Margaret Martin, Seventh grade was Beth Huffstutter, and the crownbearers were Ashley Cole and Rachel Esterday. It is such a huge honor

to be named to the Lady of the Hall court, and each of these girls were extremely deserving.
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College Choices

Amanda Allen Vanderbilt University

Rachel Allen Mercer University

Penny Anderson Oglethorpe University

Melissa Batchelor Rhodes College

Reagan Baydoun Duke University

Lola Blackwell Stanford University

Jenny Bracewell College of Charleston

Veve Broadbent University of Tennessee

Bonnie Brockman Auburn University

Allison Brown Boston College

Julia Brown Miami University

Latoya Byrd University of Tennessee

Kristen Campbell University of North Carolina

Megan Curb Vanderbilt University

Ruth Duncan Washington and Lee University

Blake Ellis Boston University

Amy Enders University of Mississippi

Kristen Ennis University of Tennessee

Britany Foster Rhodes College

Carrie Gauchat Belmont University

Carrie Gilmore Boston University

Rachel Glick Emory University

Helen Gorodetsky Vanderbilt University

Katherine Green Auburn University

Laura Guengerich St. Olaf College

Anne Hancock Wake Forest University

Whitney Hart University of the South

Ashley Haury Auburn University

Beverly Hodgson University of the South

Brandy Hollingsworth College of Charleston

Holly Holton Wake Forest University

Christy Hunt Birmingham Southern College

Katie Jackson Boston College

Beth Kautzman Hendrix College

Sarah Leavitt Washington University

Sarah Ledford Pine Manor College

Rachel Lee Trinity University (San Antonio)

Verity Levitt Kenyon College

Nicole Lewis University of Tennessee

Molly Martin Vanderbilt University

Hontas McGee University of Denver

Becky McKay University of Kentucky

Margaret McRedmond Miami University

Holly Meadows Vanderbilt University

Sarah Nanney Baylor University

Natalina Nanni Vanderbilt University

Ashley Nevin Texas Christian University

Jackie Nguyen Auburn University

Lauren O'Neill University of Wisconsin

Jennifer Padgett Emory University

Susan Rankin Boston University

Farris Reed George Washington University

Laura Marie Reed University of Tennessee

Ann Ripley University of Colorado at Boulder

Beth Sherrard Universityof the South

Catherine Shull Auburn University

Heather Small Tulane University

Carolyn Smith Auburn University

Caroline Smith University of Virginia

Alissa Swearingen University of Tennessee

Meghan Tally Emory University

Katie Tidwell University of Georgia

Rebecca Todd Wake Forest University

Jessica Tucker University of Alabama

Lauren Tweel Boston University

Grace Verner Presbyterian College

Katherine Voss Louisiana Tech University

Kat Ward Duke University

Courtney Weaver University of Georgia

Marissa Wilson Vanderbilt University

Catherine Workman University of Colorado at Boulder

Amber Worrell Davidson College

Jenny Wray Centre College
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Editor's Thank yous
If you are reading this, that means the!

yearbook is finished, and for that. I thank God ! I alsol

have a lot of earthly beings to thank, too: First an

foremost, thanks to all my editors who stayed late

worked hard, and backed up their disks (!) I couldn'

have done it without you ! Also, thanks to our dilligent.

underappreciated staffers. Thanks to Ms. Mulgrew,

who kept us running smoothly, to Ms. Baughman.

Ms. Reed, Ms. Sayers, Ms. Mabry, Ms. Martin and all

of the faculty and administration who gave us,

guidance. FedEx forms, and a little free rein. Also, a|

special thanks to Mr. Boudreau, honorary Milestoner)

and computer genius extrodinaire! Thanks for

everyone's support; I hope this book meets your

[expectations. Mona. GOOD LUCK!

-Lola Blackwell. Administrative Editor

Oh where do I begin! Milestones has certainly

been one of the most exhausting adventures I' ve ever done,

one that I don't ever want to go through again ! ! I'm hoping

that while you are looking at this fine yearbook that you

realize how hard we worked, and we didn't try to sabotage

it (although it did cross my mind that dedicating the

yearbook to me would be a nice gesture) by inserting only

pictures of ourselves.This yearbook is foryou, and that is

why we spent countless hours working on it. First and

foremost, I would like to thank my fellow layout editor,

Carrie, and my dedicated staff. Thanks for all the long

hours of staring at computer screens, drawing layouts, and

printing. Y'all were absolutely the best staff!! Also,

thanks to Mr. Boudreau ( Boudie) for reserving your Fridays

for us. Last but not least, thanks to Lola, our fearless leader,

Mona. her prodigy, and the rest of the Milestones editors!

All I have to say is good luck to Katherine and Anne

Nicholas....You'llneedit!!!!!!

-Whitney Hart, Lay-out Editor

Thanks so much to Megan Curb-my

partner in editing-who covered my back more than

a few times (Iguana!): to anyone who helped me

finish a deadline late (we could've never done it

without you); to anyone who was patient while I

took their picture; to anyone who brought food to

our meetings; Amanda for being as patient as she

could be with our printing needs; and to Lola,

Mastermind behind the yearbook, who was so

completely organized that we were never more

than a couple of weeks behind a deadline.

—JessicaTucker-Photography Editor

Considering that my job as Assistant

Editor this year was to learn as much as I could about

the publications of Milestones, I would like to thank

anyone whoever taught me anything with a special

thatnks to Lola Blackwell. Thank you so much for

letting me shadow you on so many Friday afternons,

I have enjoyed getting to know you and feel I have

learned a lot from you.

-MonaSharifi-Assistant Administrative Editor

I have two people to whom I owe

tremendous "thank you". This year would not hav

been the same without Whitney Hart. We might n<

have had a yearbook were it not for her. Whitney, yo

have been a wonderful friend and savior and I cheris

the friendship we have made. I deeply admire yoi

ability to stay calm and work with grace when deadlint

are due. I speak on behalf of the whole layout sta

when I thank Mr. Boudreau. Rob. you have saved o

"boutie" more than once, and I'm sure you'll be glad

never see us again. Thanks also to our hardworkii

staffers - y'all have been great. Great job Lola ai

Editors - good luck to all of you in the years to com
-Carrie Smith. Lay-out Editor

Being Co-Copy Editor on Milestones this y

was a crazy, but memorable experience. From rand

computer malfunctions to Friday afternoon headacl

our staffwas able to piece together this amazing yearbi

which is presently in your hands. First of all. I would

to thank my co-editor, Allison Brown, who kept

focused and whose hard-work was truly inspiring. A
a good deal of thanks goes to the girls on our staffwho

responsible for the creation of most of the copies in

book. Of course, I would like to thank Lola for guic

us and using her level-head to keep us in tact. Final

would like to thank the other editors for always addi

joke or two during our meetings and for working har

create the book which will always be known as

official record of our senior year! Congratulations, C

of 1997 — we did it!

-Katie Jackson, Copy Editor
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Editor s Thank yous

There are many people without whom
this yearbook would not be possible. I would like

to thank Sara Mason for being the #1 ad seller, all

the businesses who supported Milestones by

buying ads, Mrs. King, Mrs. Morton for her mailing

assistance and her endless supply of disks, all the

senior parents who returned their ad materials in

on time, the entire Milestones' s staff, and a special

thank you goes to the Milestones editors for all the

memories, especially our leader, Lola, and Beverly,

for all her help.. Thanks everybody!

—Rachel Glick -Business Editor

t*

First of all, I would like to thank my partner

atherine for collaborating with me in order to produce

e senior half-pages. I would also like to thank

ichel for spending countless hours in the Middle

:hool, and of course Whitney and Lola for helping us

iderstand the computers. And last but not least,

anks to the senior class for your cooperation in

rning in your half-pages.

-Beverly Hodgson,Senior Editor

This year with Milestones has been absolutly

izy . For a while I wasn't sure if we would even have

If the pictures we needed. I was certainly for making

sorts of mistakes, but with a lot of hard work and a

of help we have finally brought this thing to a close,

tust thank Lola for putting up with me, I know I was

;ponsible for many of her late nights, stomach ulcers

well as anything else imaginable. I'm sorry Lollard.

Iso owe a great deal of thanks to Mrs. McDonald for

! numerous pictures she allowed me to use. Without

r, there would have been numerous blank spots in this

arbook. Also. I must thank Peyton Hage, those

.ponsible for taking the pictures I borrowed from

's. McDonald. I must thank all the clubs who had to

ve their picture taken more than once. I owe a great

al of thanks to Ms. Archer and Ms. Mabry for the time

:y spent helping schedule pictures- even if it was last

nute. Julia Brown, Whitney Hart, Evyn Fuller-

nth. Anna Guengrich, Dearing Davis and Courtney

irb also deserve a world of thanks for allowing me to

; some of their personal pictures. Finally, I must

ink my crazy co-editor, Jessica Tucker. Without her,

i would not have had more than half the pictures,

en though she calls me names, I love her to death.

Thanks, IGUAN!!
2gan Curb, Photography Editor

I would like to thank all of the seniors

who turned in their senior half-pages on time, and

even those who didn't. A big thanks to Whitney

who took the time to show Beverly and me how to

work Pagemaster. I would also like to thank Lola,

our fearless leader, all the other editors, and

especially Beverly for being the best editor to work

with.

-Catherine Shull. Senior Editor

Being slave to the Harpeth Hall computers is not

my idea of a good time, but certain people made my job, and

life, a lot easier this year. First, thanks to Katie Jackson, my
partner in crime. We both put in countless after-school hours

and she was always willing to stay later or do extra when I

could not be around. Thanks to the copy staff (those who

actually showed up for meetings ) and the other staffmembers

who turned in their copies on time. Whitney and Carrie were

great at adjusting when copy had to be imported, and I

apologize for all the hold-ups in production that we caused.

Mrs. Reed, Mrs. Sayers, and Mr. Boudreau were

indispensable sources of information. A huge thanks also to

the Open Lab Printer, who never let me down, and is the one

reason that I have not lost faith in all modern technology.

Lola, you had a tough job this year, but no one could have

done better. Sony for all the times you had to hound me to

get things done, the late deadlines, and the communication

breakdowns. Honestly, being a yearbook editor has been

great, and sometimes even fun. Thanks to the whole team-

together we've made something that we can all be really

proud of.

-Allison Brown, Copy Editor

It's been an interesting year in the Darkroom

filled with mysteriously scary negatives. Despite th

blank negatives, the out-of-focus shots, the grey auto

focus camera rolls, and, ofcourse, our greatest challenge;

the x-ray roll, we've made the best prints possible

Thank you Laura, Samantha, and Blair for faithfull

showing up every week and doing such a greatjob unde

such wretched conditions (and for not complaining to

uch)! Good luck next year Samantha—maybe you

egatives will actually have images on them. Lola)

ou' ve done a greatjob with everything; I'm impressei

hat you haven't had a nervous breakdown. A specia

hankyou to the golf cart for inspiration.

-Amanda Allen, Darkroom Edito

Thank yous
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Propaganda

"What's great about this country is

that America started the tradition where

the richest consumers buy essentially

the same things as the poorest"

-Andy Warhol

""We read advertisements. ..to discove

and enlarge our desires. We are alway

ready- even eager- to discover, from th<

announcement of a new product, what w<

have all along wanted without realh

knowing it."

-Daniel J. Boorstin^^HM

"We grew up founding our

dreams on the infinite promise

ofAmerican advertising. I still

believe that one can learn to

play the piano by mail and that

mud will give you a perfect

complexion."

-Zelda Fitzgerald

"Advertising is the greatest art

form of the twentieth century."

-MarshallMcLuhan

"The most sensible people to be

met with in society are men of

business and of the world, who

argue from what they see and

know, instead of spinning

cobweb distinctions of what

things ought to be."

-William Hazlitt

"Being good in business is the

most facinating art...Making

money is art and working is art

and good business is the best

art." -Andy Warhol

224 Ads



Dearest Amanda,

Congratulations on your graduation! We are extremely proud of you and love you very much! With pride,

admiration and love for a very special daughter and sister, Mom, Andrew & Jennifer, Dad and Marsha.

Jenny,

Watching you grow has been our Joy - Congratulations!

We love you-

Mom, Dave, Jay and Charlie

Allen, Bracewell 225



We turned around

and you are grown.

Now as you embark

on new experi-

ences, remember

those who will love

and cherish you al-

ways. You are

such a special

person.

Love,

Mommy, Daddy,

Hallie and Maggie

(

226 Anderson



There are people in this world who have the gift of finding joy

everywhere and of leaving it behind them when they go. We are so

proud of you, Melissa.

Our love,

Mom, Dad, Laura and Jonathan

Batchelor 227



Good character is more to be praised than

outstanding talent. Most talents are, to som<

extent, a gift. Good character, by contrast, i

not given to us. We have to build it piece b;

piece - by thought, choice, courage, and

determination.

We are so proud of your fine character.

Dad, Mom, Joe, Nick

Numbers 6:24-

The Lord bless you and keep you

The Lord make His face to shine

upon you and be gracious to you

The Lord lift up His countenance upor

you and give you peace

"He has achieved success who has worked

well, laughed often and loved much."

Elbert Hubbard

228 Baydoun



9ar Odie,

) a girl who never

quit,

1 optimist from

birth,

joy to watch grow

up.

jsed to swing you

endlessly,

>w you fly on a

wider arc,

id you are still

my world.

-Dad

t * A 4 i i #
>>* t * A < » # # <

Lola,

"Bright star,

would I were stead-

fast as thou art --"

John Keats

"Bright Star"

Love,

i « 4 * M

Mom

Blackwell 229



We are so proud of you, Bonnie

"When you get into a tight

place and everything goes

against you, till it seems

as though you could not

hang on a minute longer,

never give up, for that is

just the place and time

that the tide will turn."

- H.B. Stowe

All our love,

Mom, Dad and Will

230 Brockman



We traveled to the

rainbow's end

And found not gold,

but Allison.

We love you!

Mom, Dad and Suz

Brown 23:



232 Brown



Farewell to you and the youth I

have spent with you.

It was but yesterday we
met in a dream. You have sung

to me in my aloneness, and I of

your longings have built a

tower in the sky.

But now our sleep has

fled, and our dream is over,

and it is no longer dawn.

The noontide is upon us,

and our half-walking has

turned to fuller days, and we
must part.

If in the twilight of

memory we should meet once

more, we shall speak again

together, and you shall sing to

me a deeper song.

And if our hands should

meet in another dream, we
shall build another tower in the

sky.

from The Prophet

Kahlil Gibran

Campbell 233



* .

Megan-Carole:

We're proud of you

and we love you

very much

!

Love,

Mom,
Dad,

and

Courtney

234 Curb



And I said to the man at the gate of the year

"Give me a light, that I may treadx§afely into the unknown."

And he replied: N^/
"Go out into the darkness and put your handinto the Hand orl§(Qd.

That shall be to you better than light and safer^Mia otevnN^ay."

M. Louise HaMdn^k *

ove you, Bear. V
, Dad, Lucy, and Walker

Duncan 235



Congratulations, 'Blaise!

It's your time to flu.

We love you dearly and are

so very proud of you.

Mom, Dad, and Andrew

gf
WBBL

;

\5jh

236 Ellis/Ennis

Congratulations Kristen!

We are all so proud of you and love you

very much!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Joseph

and your entire family



1

Amy, Our brown eyed girl,

Congratulations and thanks for the

memories

We love you,

Mom and Dad

Enders 237



BrCtany,
"Trutt On/they Lord/ with all/your heart arvd/learv not on/your own/under-

^arudirx^; iw all/your wayy aehnovvled^e/ H iwv and/ He/ will/ directyour path.

"

Proverby 3: 5-6

We/ lo*se/you/ yujeetheart-

Vad/, Mom/, Patrick/, M'vmi/ and/Papa/

P.S. Now for the/ importantpart
I'LL MISS YOU! (there/, I wUd/ it are/yaJ happy now)

Love/ wie/ forever and/ I'll/ love/you/ longer,
KrUterv

238 Foster



To our sweet Carrie Bear-

You are a dear, wonderful daughter and

a very special person. May you continue

to grow in knowledge and wisdom tempered

with humor and humility.

We love you very much.

Dad & Jane

On God for all events depend;

You cannot want when God's your friend.

Weigh well on your part and do your best;

Leave to your Maker all the rest.

-Nathaniel Cotton

1705-1788

We love you very much,

Mom, Jack, Emily, & Bradley

\

Congratulations, Laura!

Your life is a blessing to us.

Love, Dad, Mom, Phillip, and Anna

"...Sing and make music in your heart to the Lord,

always giving thanks to God the Father for

everything, in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ."

Ephesians5: 19-20

Gauchet/Guengerich 239
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Carrie-

Our love for you is greater than your

desire to spread your wings and fly from

the nest.

Our hopes, dreams,prayers, and good
wishes for your happiness are greater than

we can ever express.

We love you,

Dad and Mom
Beth and Jasmine

240 Gil more
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Congratulations, ANNE!

"Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss it, you will land among the stars."

-Les Brown

We love you!

Mom, Dad, Chris, and Mary

242 Hancock
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Dad, Mom, and Clay^*

Hart 243
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Ashley (Bunny Foo),

We want to fill your

'

suitcase" with the

most meaningful experiences, the greatest

lessons and the best memories. We want to

include the patience to nurture your special

gifts and talents, along with compassion anc

humility. We want to "pack" clear hindsight

so that you will remember where you have

been, and the foresight and curiosity that

will lead you to all you can become. We are

very proud of you and love you very much.

Always, Mom, Dad, Chris, & Clay

244 Haury/Hodgson

fa

We're

very

proud

of you,

Beverly!



There's no one like a

daughter to fill your

heart with love; and a

very special kind of

pride she's deserving

of.

There's no one like a

daughter to make your

dreams come true; and

there's no daughter

anywhere more

wonderful than you.

Hollingsworth 245
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There are only two bequests we
can give our children. One is roots-

the other -wings.

Don't cry over anything...

That can't cry over you!

Congratulations

Holly!-

Love,

your parents

You're so cool-

Love, Alex

Life is short.

Party on...

*- \

246 Holton



Congratulations Christy

sl^' •* *« '

We are so proud of

you.

WE LOVE YOU!!!

MOM, DAD,
STEPHEN , RYAN.

Hunt 247



To our dear

little Monkey,

We are so

proud of you

!

Lots of love,

Mummy,
Daddy and John

248 Jackson/Levitt

.



You're

Launched ...

Godspeed!

Love,

Mom and Dad

Leavitt 249



Sarah,

You were

God's gift to us!

We love you,

Mom and Dad

250 Ledford



Spfe

"
I know who I was when I

got up this morning, but I

think I must have been

changed several times

since then."

-Carroll, Lewis.

Alice's Adventures in

Wonderland.

Congratulations Rachel!

We love you,

Mom and Dad

Lee 251
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Congratulations Nicole- We are very proud of you.

We wish you health, wealth, and great happiness in

all you do. Go for it!

No matter what you do, where you go, or who you

become- we love you always!

Mom, Dad, and Jamie

252 Lewis / McGee



\

"For I know the plans I have for you," declares the
Lord, "plans to prosper you and not to harm you,
plans to give you hope and a future."

Jeremiah 29:11

We love you, Molly darling -

Dad, Mom, Mary Hunt, Margaret,
Madeline and Alex

Martin 253



Boo-

We love you

very much!

-the

McKay Clan

Margaret,

Congratulations

and love from all

of us!

Dad, Mom,
Graham,

Jennifer,

and Nick

254 McKay/McRedmond



The world is your stage now, kitten.

Use your head...

then follow your heart.

We love you, now and forever.

Mom and Dad

Meadows 255



To get the mil value oi joy

You must nave someone

to divide it with.

We know the rull value oi joy

>ecause or you

You're the hest!

Love,

Manra & Papa

Congratulations,

We're very proud of you!

Love, your family

256 Nanni/Nguyen
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Congratulations

Ashley!

Love,

Mom,
Dad,

Andrew,
Ryan,

and

Caroline

Nevin 257



Oops!

You may trip,

stumble, cry,

along the way,

Ah-h-h!

But

your effort,

enthusiasm,

& passion for

Life

endures, and

Oh!

how joy

enters The

Room,
at the end of

the day.

Go Dance
Outloud.

Go Now.

Love Mom, Dad,

Brian, Claire,

and Allison

'«,

/ *-

<+s Jennifer,

As you continue life's journey,

\'S+\ May y°ur mornings shine with hope,

Your days bring promise

.

* And your evenings sparkle with joy,

JQ When you find yourself at the end of the road,

jg .1 May you be able to look back with the awareness
That the journey was as incredible as your

destination.

With love, always and forever,

Mama, Dad & John

258 O'Neil/ Padgett



Farris,

It was really a tough climb, but you made it !! --and we're so

proud of you !

Mommy, Daddy, Alexis & "Jazzie"

He who binds to himself a joy

Does the winged life destroy.

But he who kisses the joy as it flies

Lives in Eternity's sunrise.

-William Blake

Congratulations Ann!

We love you!

Mom, Dad, Taylor, & Peter

Reed/Ripley 259



260



Don't Worry Befy

Tom'l watch out for you!

Sherrard 261
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No picture of your outward
physical image

could ever show the inner

beauty
you give to the world.

We are so proud of everything

you do
for your family, your

friends

and your community.

Love,

Mom, Dad and Kevin

.
.. -

Small 263
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Our dearest Wheetle-Lee-Dee,

The years have passed much too quickly as you have grown

from our darling baby girl into the beautiful young woman that you

are today. "Biti," DaDa, and Madame have been replaced by more

grown up things, but to us you are and always will be are pride and

our joy, but most of all our "E"

!

We all love you so much,

Mom, Dad, Brad, & Christine

r

264 Smith
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Congratulations Alissa

We are so proud of you

Love,

Mom, Dad, Chris and Travis

Swearingen 265



Meghan

Sanders

Tally

Oh, you are music!

Beautiful music,

and you are light to me.

The Phantom
Maury Yeston

Tally/Tidwell



Todd 267



This is our daughter- full of

grace, beauty, truth- with
whom we are well pleased
and in whom we delight.

Congratulations
Mom and Dad



Lauren,

R girl of great character

is a gift to the world.

LUe loue you!

Mom and Dad

Be yourself

and only expect

to be what you are.

We love you,

Mom, Dad & Ji

' A ;>

Tweel/Voss 269



We love you,

Gracie!

Dad, Mom, Logan,

Burton & Babe

270 Verner



We love you,

Kat!

Love,

Dad, Mom, Jim &
Beth

.atoya-

We are so very proud of your achieve-

nents. Your charm and intelligence are jewels

nat are rarely found. Your dreams and goals can

nake this world a better place tolive in. We thank

aod for you. Always remember to keep God first

i everything that you do.

Love, Aunt Sheila

Seek ye first the kingdom of God, and hie righ-

sousness; and the things shallbe added unto

bu." Matthew 6:33

Love, Mom, Dad, Nikki, and Trey

Congratula-

tions

Katherine!

We are so

proud of you!

We love you

Mom, Dad,

Victoria,

Elizabeth,

Pumpkin,

Scarlett and Al

Ward/Byrd/Green 271



272 Weaver



;atherine,

Be God's gift to the world, as

ou are God's special gift to us.

\le are so proud of you and all

ou have achieved.

We love you!

Mom & Dad

Cath,

"Don't you know we'll

remember this for the rest of

our lives?" -Shag

Be the best, Catty!

Remember to "ahhh...love it!"

Thank you, Cath. I love you.

-Booze

Catherine,

"Have faith that you will

make just the right mistake."

-T. Rutledge

"What it all comes down to is that

no one's really got it figured out

just yet."

-Alanis Morrisette

I love you,

Beth

Workman 273



Amber,

Tiger Tamer

Chef

Angel & Dreamer

You've come so far, yet

life's journey has just begun.

Go with our love.

Always,

§ Rachel,

Mom & Dad

Beth-

We LoveYou &

Believe In You.

Your Friends

274 Worrell/Kautzman



Congratulations,

Jenny!

We love you.

Mom & Dad

Jackson &

Katherine

Wray 275



So many worlds, so much to do,

So little done, such things to be.

-Alfred, Lord Tennyson
The meaning is within you- Marisa
Congratulations, All our love

Mom, Dad, Jonathan, & Julie

GREAT7HOU!
'(P^ANDSCAPE 00. INC^

jJ

P.O. Box 40644 • NASHVILLE, TN 37204

LEE J. GREATHOUSE

(615) 297-2716 FAX (615) 297-3459

BRADLEY
DRUG COMPANY

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

5208 CHARLOTTE AVE.

PHONE 383-2741

5402 1/2 HARDING ROAD
PHONE 352-1122

BRADLEY
HEALTH CARE CENTER

HOSPITAL EQUIPMENT

& SUPPLIES

5208 CHARLOTTE AVE.

NASHVILLE, TN 37209

383-9516

Bella Linea
fine linen-aown-batn

BILL MATSEAS. President

Westgate Center • 6031 Highway 100 • Nashville. TN 3

615-352-4041 FAX 356-8657

276 Wilson/Lee Greathouse/Bradley Drugs/Bella Linea
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WACKY

WONDERFUL
OMEN

WORK
HERE !

!

CONGRATULATIONS

!

FROM:

VERNICE BRYAN AND RICHARD BRYAN

/£Custom Framing

Original Art

Prints fn
Annamae Pierce

Y . Paula Nelson

fxamed\ Pam Frands

''- Sarah Phy

Pat Wilier

Royal Oaks Plaza 1 1 6 Royal Oaks Blvd.

Franklin, TN 37064

\J3wner: Beth Bell 615-790-2942^/

Fridrich & Clark
REALTY

Vernice M. Bryan
Life Member, Multi-Million Club

2909 POSTON AVENUE • NASHVILLE, TN 37203

[ffl"OFC: 615-327-4800

FAX: 615-327-3248

aa
EVE: 615-352-0352

Philpis Printing/Frames Unlimited/Fridrich & Clark 277



AGFA Agfa

The complete picture.
FUJI PHOTO FILM U.S.A., INC.

1285 Hamilton Parkway, Itasca, IL 60143-1147

(708) 773-7200

TAYLOR IMPRESSION,
INCORPORATED
serving the Mid-South graphic

arts community for 50 years

total systems solutions

Nashville Memphis Knoxville

Little Rock Chattanooga

Birmingham

B$WERS
INK COMPANY
61 1-613 EWING AVENUE* NASHVILLE TENNESSEE 37203

27X AGFA/Fuji Photo/Taylor Impressions/Bowers Ink



MMHriuoao
Quality Lithography Services

MOON1

DiyJG
Company

CLIFFORD L. EDWARDS
Doctor ofPharmacy

4309 Harding Road

Nashville, Tennessee 37205

Fax: (615) 292-4463

Phone:

(615)292-4461

lljf mi

Whites Creek, Tennessee 37189

115-876-7268 • FAX:615-876-0430

Lonnie Young's
CHILDREN'S SHOES

2203 BANDYWOOD DRIVE
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37215

(615) 297-3984

OWNERS - KEN, JUNE, and RANDY COFFMAN

Jiulh JanweAM jnfanowb

RUTH TANNEHILL

DESIGNER

WESTGATE CENTER

6021 Highway 100 • Nashville, TN 37205 • 615-356-1166

IBOTANICAI
STEPHEN WELLS

Botanica, Inc.

2211 Bandywood Drive, Nashville, Tennessee 37215

615-386-3839

HAND IT OVER.

.UTTIN' COFFEEPOT BY MICHAEL LAMBERT

'BOXES VASES CLOCKS SCARVES LAMPS JEWELRY TABtfWARE

CD RACKS WINE RWffi, 0RNA|^|^^^pAMe .G1FI5 FOR WDS GIFTS FOR PETS

IF ITSvSi^DCRAFTED''AND HANDSOME, IT'S HERE.

ART YOU GIVE. \

ARTISAN
STANFORD SQUARE • 4231 HARDING ROAD • 298-4691 • OPEN SEVEN DAYS

Colourworks/Moon Drugs/Lonnie Young/R.Tannehill/Botanica/American Artisan 279



lifasteiyiccc gallery
* ' I a collection of fine portraiture /

*" IJt-O-ttl

M I C A E L'/Oc^ael
. I f t S "

i l : PORTRAITURE

280 Masterpiece Gallery and Jeanne's Fantasia
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Masterpiece Gallery and Jeanne's Fantasia 281



D-Day
June 4, 1997

As most Harpeth Hall seniors are relaxing by the pool, earning money for that new college wardrobe, or traveling the countryside, a dedicate

few ( very few) still report to school on a daily basis. And no, they are not taking remedial Driver's Ed; nor do they suffer from a rare psychological illnes

They are Milestones- dedicated to the core. And today. June 4, they discovered an extra page, that's right, the elusive page 282, and they decided

celebrate. What occasion, you ask? Well, over 15 months after work on the 1997 Milestones began, things are wrapping up. Of course, even as this cof

is typed, the printer is jamming, but the light at the end of the tunnel is brightening. And what waits there? You, reading this book! (And some edito

with their phones off the hook..) Join us in a resounding ""Yippee!"

282 D-Day
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